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The term "Fi I ibuster 11 has a different connotation in
modern times than that of a hundred years ago.

Today, ac

cording to The American College Dictionary, the term means,
"a member of a mi'lority in a legislative assembly who resorts
to irregular or obstructive tactics to prevent the adoption
of a measure generally favored, or to force a decision al
most unanimously disliked."

The dictionary also gives the

older definition, which wi I I be used in this paper.
meaning is

11

This

an irregular military adventurer; a freebooter or

buccaneer."
The purpose of this thesis is to describe a number
of fi I ibustering attempts in the period from 1850 to 1860.
There were three attempts by Narciso Lopez to take the island
of Cuba; three tries by Wi I I iam Walker to establish a dicta
torship over the country of Nicaragua; and finally there was
the dream of the Knights of the Golden Circle to secure
control over Mexico.
Wh i I e desc ri b in g these f i I i ouster in g ena eavors,
the writer hopes to show that the South haa a different rea
son for its brand of "Manifest Destiny 11 than the rest of
the United States.

The Southern idea centered around the

concept of more territory for the South only, which would
oe useo "'i.o protec: slavery, whi I e the rest of the country

2

�an:ed more territory for the whole nation.
It is also :he aim of the writer to show that the
�illbustering efforts and the militant spirit that raged in
the breast of many Southerners did not stem from economic
motives alone, but from political reasons also, mainly that
of securing aaditional political strengt-h for the South.
The South had the notion that its politicai power was lost
af�er 1650.

This was not so; Southern politicians had con

trol of Presidents Pierce and Buchanan after 1850, and, if
complete madness had not seized the South, it could have dom
inated tne election of 1860.

However, because of unfounded

fears, certain Southerners tried to increase the South's
power through foreign expansion.
In the preface of his book

1

Decade £f Sectional

Controversy: 1851-1861, Henry H. Simms says, "Fascinating
and perplexing in its implications, even if tragic in its
consequences, the decade prior to 1861 is one of undying interest to students of American history.

11

The writer has

chosen the years 1850 to 1860 because they began with the
first Lopez expedition to Cuba in late 1849 and ended with
the death of Wi I liam Walker in his third effort to take pos
session of Nicaragua in September, 1860.

In October of the

same year, the Knights of the Golden Circle gave up their
thoughts of acquiring Mexico.
_ Henry H. Simms, 1 Decaae of Sectional Controversy:
1851-18bl (Chapel Hi 11: University of �or1.h Carolina
?ress, 1942), p vii.

✓

)

Tne author nas chosen ano�her reason for starting
witn the year 1850.

He feels that 1850 was a pivotal year

for the forces of expansionism in Southern history.

By

this time, many people in the South felt that they were being
cheated and that the rest of the United States was passing
them by.

The South, they asserted, had gained nothing from

the Mexican War.

The attitude of the time of the war was

not an rrall of tvlexico" policy.

By 1850, with John C.

Calhoun at their head, the Southerners argued that the South
had the right to take their slaves into any new territory.
The South had moved into an abstract field of reasoning with
this argument, and, thus, away from the abi Iity to compromise.
The abstract field of reasoning that Calhoun entered postula
ted that the South had a right to take slavery into any new
territory even before the United States had secured control
of that territory, and that the South, as a minority section,
must have its rights protected against the North, because
it feared the North would destroy the Southern existence.
The South also felt that slavery was in danger, which meant,
therefore, that the South was in danger.

The South could

see where the North was growing stronger politically ana
economical !y, and this fear only maae many Southerners more
intensely nationalistic in their sectional feelings.
region no longer felt secure, and

The

Southerners came closer

together in a common search for means to re-establish their
securily.

4

7he Compromise of 1550 was another great sectional
compromise.

�el ief aue to surviving the 1850 crisis was

great on both sides of the Mason-Dixon Line, but the Southern
extremists felt I ittle relief.
ted fear of the

11

Instead they had a regenera

Colossus of the North,

11

which men 11ke

Wi I I iam L. Yancey used at every oppor tun i t y to st ir disunion
sentiment.

The Compromise of 1850 brought the state of

California in on the side of the free states, thus upsetting
the balance of power that the South contended it must have
in order to protect its institution of slavery.
The Nashvi I le convention met in 1850 with a total
of 179 delegates.

The charge was made that it was a

secession movement, but this soon proved false.

2

A second

convention met on November I I, 1850, and was attended by the
disunionists, while the conservative elements stayed away.
The dfsunionist element passed resolutions that denounced
the Compromise of 1850.

This acted as a platform on which

the secessionists could point out the dangers that their
section was facing, as wel I as a means to gather support.
The people of the Lower South, with their head
quarters at New Orleans, were the leading expansionists
during the 1850-1560 period.

These extremists wlth such

spokesmen as John A. Quitman of Mississippi, L. W. Spratt
2

Robert Royal Russel, Economic �pects of Southern
Sectionalism: 1840-1861 {New York: .�ussell and Russell,
1960), p� 74-5.

of South Carolina, William L. Yancey of Alabama, Louis T.

5

Wigfall of Texas, and J.D.8. De Bow of Louisiana gathered
a rather large following by constant agitation and propa
ganda.

The Old South end the border states ware not in

terested in gaining more territory for slavery.

They had

lost the power which they held for so long in the section,
and they were afraid that More territory would add to their
decline.

Edmund Ruffin, of Virginia, the ante-bellum South's

greatest soil expert, was more interested in building up his
plantation than slave territory; many more in the Old South
felt other problems to be more important than new territory.
Expansionism, North and South
The Mexican War officially started with the
Declaration of War

by

Congress on �ay 13, 1846.

�ith

President Polk being a Southerner and a believer in
"Manifest Destiny" a cry was soon raised that tha war was
an endeavor to extend the evils of slavery and inc�ease the
power of the slave holdersQ

James Russell Lowell, in the

summer of 1846 wrote this poem about the South and the
mexican War:

•r

wouldn't suit them Southern fellers,
They're a dreffle graspin' set,
We must ollars bLow the ballers
:-WiUl they want their irons het;
M�y be it's all ez praachin;
But my narves it kind a• grates,
When I see the ovarreachin'
O' them nigger-drivin' States.

6

They may talk o' Freedom's ary
Tel I they're pupple in the face,-
It's a grand get cemetery
Fer the barth rights of our race;
They ;ust want this Californy
So s to lug new slave-states fn
To abuse e and to scorn ye,
An' to plunder ye like sin.
Aint it cute to see a Yankee
Take sech everlasting pains,
Al I to get the Devil's thankee
Wy, it's just ez clear ez fingers,
Clear ez one and one makes two,
Chaps thet make black slaves o' niggers
Want to make white slaves o' you. 3
This was the type of Northern propaganda which drew the
South closer together.

The Mexican War was not a war to extend the power

of slavery.

It was fought to extend the holdings of the

United States to the Pacific.

While the war was being

fought, there was fn the United States a strong support
for an "all of Mexico" policy, with which President Polk

had at least potential sympathy.

President Polk told his

cabinet on September 4, 1847, that if the war was prolonged

he would be unwf I ling to pay the amount of money that
Nicholas Trist, United States peace commissioner to Mexico,

was authorized to offer for the settlement of territory,

but if Mexico would stil I refuse to make a treaty he was
"in favor of insisting on more territory than the
4
provinces named."
3

Quoted in Chauncy S. Boucher, "In Re That Aggres
sive Slaveocracy," Mississippi Valley HiiforTcal Review,
VIII (June, 1921), 29. Henceforth the Mississippi Valley
Hf storical Review wi 11 be cited as M.Y1tB.•

.L9..!.£.,

49.

3
v,antea more territory

11

for the spread of pcpulation,r• they

'Aere soeakin� tt1e language of al I 'Nestern men and of those
fi I led with the aesire for more land for the whole United
States, in the North as we 11 as the South.

8

The time had

not yet arrived for the seeds of sectional ism to flower into
the plant of Southern nationalism.
Northern senators who favored an nal I of Mexico n
pol icy were Senator Daniel S. Dickinson of New York, who, /
at a Jack s on Oa y Jin n er, toaste d :

rr

A More Perfec t Uni on

embracing the entire North American Continent; u

9

others

were Senator Edward A. Hennegan of Indiana, Senator Lewis
Case of Michigan, Senator Wi I I iam Al Ian of Ohio, and
Senators Sidney Breese and Stephen A. Doug I as of I 11 inois.
Southern Senators were David Atchison of Missouri, Senators
Foote and Jefferson Davis of Mississippi and Senators Sam
Houston and Thomas J. Rusk of Texas.

These were just a few

of the Congressmen who wanted all of Mexico.

One can see

there was bi-partisan support in the Senate for an aggressive
10
policy against Mexico.
To demonstrate an old saying about "strange
8

Avery O. Craven, The Growth of Southern National ism,
1845-1861, Vol. Vi of� History of the South, ea. Wendel I
H. Stephenson ana L Merton CoulterUO vols. Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1953), p 7.
9

Edward G. Bourne, r'The United States and Mexico,
1847-1848, "American Historical Review, V (April, 1900),
493. Henceforth the American Historical Review wi11 be
cited as AHR.
10
-.Jo:--,n D. P. Fu! !er, 11 The Slavery Question and the
.\,\ovement to Ac qui re Mexico, ir MVHt�, XXI (June, I 934), 38.

9

oedfel lows," Tr.e i\ational Era, a strong anti-slavery paper,
advocated taking al I of Mexico, then admitting each Mexican
state into the Union as soon as possible.

It was hoped that

these states from Mextco would put an end to the expansion
of slavery in the west and south.

I I

There was much opposition to the "al I of iviexico 11
pol

icy

in the South, mainly developed because of the

Wi I mot Proviso.

The Pro vi so, introduced on a hot August

evening in 1846, by David Wilmot, a Democratic Representa
tive from Pennsylvania, moved to add an amendment to an
appropriation bi I I that slavery should be prohibited in
12
The reaction to the
any territory acquired from Mexico.
Proviso from the Southern Representatives was swift and
violent, and the implications of this would be used by the
South as a rallying point in the years to come.

The

Proviso was defeated, but the question of slavery expansion
was not to be settled from this time forward unti I the
Civi I War.
Mr. Percy Walker from Mobile wrote on October 10,
1847:
The W.exican war has been used by our northern and
eastern enemies as a means by which they hope to
rob us of al I constitutional guarantees, subvert
institutions most essential to our peace and
prosperity, strip us of 'the insignia of sover
eignty, pass a sentence of social degeneration
I I

12

Bourne, AHR, V, 4>8.
Craven, Growth of Southern Na�ionalism, p 33.

upon us, and effect our complete and total ruin.13
De Bow denounced the Proviso:

10

"The South, has with

just indignation, and with one voice, condemned the nefarious
scheme in its very bud, which threatens in all future time
to reduce her ta a subordinate position in the Union•••• "14
Senator Robert Toombs of Georgia, felt that Southern rights
in the territories should not be trifled with, but he was
against adding any new territory.

He said the country had

enouqh territory, and that the people should improve land
already possessed:

" •••• let us cover it with an industrious,

enterprising population, who spread over its mountains and
its valleys till the wilderness is covered with waving harvests."
To Toombs, this included the slaveholders, because these men
had helped to win the territory.

Toombs felt it would be e

harder task to drive out these men than had been the case with
15
the Mexicans.
In the opening session of Congress in 1848, Calhoun
declared:
Th�t to conquer Mexico or hold it, either as a province
or to incorporate it in the Union, would be inconsistent
with the avowed abject of which the war has been prose
cuted; and departure from the settled policy of the
government; in conflict with its charecter and genius,
and i� the end subversive of our free and popular
institutions. 16
13sourne, AHR, V, 498.
14J.D.B. De Sow, "The Wilmot Proviso's Exclusion,"
De bom•s Review, IV (December, 1847), 557.
15 Craven, Growth of Southern Nationalism, p. 38.
16Quoted in Bourne, .fil:iB_, V, 496-7.

iI
7his was no! the real purpose behind Calhoun's concern.

He

saw, in the acquisjtion of territory, the question of slavery,
as sta tea in the Wi I mot Proviso.

He knew that

be stopped from going into these regions.

s I avery would

If this territory

would be maoe into free states, then in time the Constitution
would be amended to exclude slavery; therefore no new territory
17
must be taken from Mexico.
John Fuller in his article of June, 1934,

11

The

Slavery Question and the Movement to Acquire Mexico," in the
Mississippi Valley Historical Review, XXI, stated that the
1

'chief support for the absorption of Mexico came from the

North and West and from those whose pro-slavery or anti18
slavery bias was not a prime consideration. 11
Fuller further
stated that the overwhelming majority of slaveholders •eee
opposed to the acquisition of Mexico.

11

Among those slave

h olders who were principally concerned with the fortunes of
19
slavery opposition was unanimous."
Their reasons were the
same as those of Calhoun.
When the war was over, another troublesome issue
came to the foreground:

that of governments for the

annexed territories just acquired from Mexico.

17

When

Charles M. Wiltse, l.21:l!l £· Calhoun: Sectionalist,
1840-1850 (New York: The Bobbs-Merri I I Company, Inc.,

I 951 ) , 326.
18
19

Fo I I er , M V HR, xx I , 48 •
I bi d. ,

4-2.

12
President Palk asked for territorial governments for Oregon,
New Mexico and upper California, Rober�� Baldwin of Connecti
cut and Arthur P. Bagby of Alabama submitted resolutions in
the House in which the slavery question (the Northerners
wanted no slavery; the Southerners wanted it extended) would
be of prime consideration in efforts to establish governments.
from the heated sessions came only a government for Oregon.
The issue of slavery got to be such a problem that Thomas
Hart Benton said that "the real business of the country
urgent, crying business of the country," was being stopped.
We read in Holy Writ that a certain people were
cursed by the plague of frogs, and that the
plague was everywhere. You could not look upon
the table but there were frogs, you could not sit
down at the banquet table but there were frogs,
you could not go to the bridal couch and lift the
sheets but there were frogs•••• we can see nothing,
touch nothing, have no measures proposed, with
out having this pestilence thrust before us.
Hare it is, this black question, forever
the
table, on the nuptial couch, everywherel 2

8"

The South could not hope to extend its Mpeculisr institution"
to Oregon, and few felt that slavery could have survived in
New Mexico, but the Southerners were unwilling to yield
what they believed to be a constitutional right.
John

m.

Senator

Clayton of Delaware worked to secure a compromise

in which Oregon would be free, while California end New
mexico would be organized with no action being taken on
slavery.

Clayton wanted to have this question up to the left
20ouoted in Craven, Growth of Southern Nationalism.

local and rcceral courts.

21

13

This plan fai I ea, and al I that

was accomplished was �he organization of Oregon.

This session

of Co:igress did I ittle to heal the wounds or sectional hosti I ity.
During the summer of 1849, Southern states followed
the example of the Virginia Legislature when it declared
that the passage of the Wi I mot Proviso would present to the
people the "alternatives of submission to the oppression
and outrage ••• or determined resistance at al I hazards and
22
When California asked to be adto the last extremity."
mitted as a free state, new vigor was added to the Southern
movement of unity against the attacks on slavery.
The stage was set for the great sectional struggle
when Congress met in December, 1849.

Tempers and passions

arose and quickened on both sides of the Mason-Dixon Line.
In the House of Representatives, the Democrats and Whigs
were nearly equal in numbers with the balance of power in
the hands of the Free-Soi I ers.

The House tried for days to

elect a Speaker, with the South demanding a person who could
protect Southern rights.

As tempers rose, the cries of

disunion gathered like thunder clouds for a summer storm,
21

22

I bi d. , p 46.

Howard Perkins, 11 Neg I ected Phase of the Movement
for Southern Unity, 11 Journal of Southern History, XII
(May, I 9 46 ) , I 5 7 • Henceforth the Jou r n a l of Southern H i s tory
will be cited as JSH. In January, 1850, Alabama passed the
following resolution; "That in the event of the passage of
any law by Congress debarring the Southern States from a
just participation in the possession and enjoyment of the
territories of the United States, we call upon the people
07 the slaveholcing states lo meet us in conven�ion for the
purpose of taking such act.ion as our rights may demand. 11
Detroit Free Press, January 10, 185C.

14
anc the legislative processes were brought to a halt.
�combs of �eorgia gained tne floor ana spoke some very
sooerins words,

He said that if Congress tried by legis

lation to drive the South from the territories of Cali
fornia and New Mexico which were "purchased by the common
blood and treasure of the whole people," and to abolish
slavery in the District of Columbia, thus putting a
''national degradation upon half the States of the Con
federacy,

l

Am For Disunion; and, if my physical courage be

equal to the maintenance of conviction of right and duty,
I will devote all I am and all I have on earth to its
23
consummation."
This speech brought forth loud applause.
C:dward O. Barker of Illinois spoke of love of the Union,
and he denied that the wish of the majority of the Northern
men was to bring up the issue of disunion or
unreasonable agitation.
tinuous voting.

11

24

11

to excite

Debate was suspended for con-

Then, on December 23, Howe I I Cobb of

Georgia was elected by a plurality vote.
In the Senate, tempers did not reach the vicious
ness that they did in the House, but it soon became evident
that something must be done for the sake of the Union.
�enry Clay answered the cal I to save the Union once more.
23
p

68.

Quoted in Craven, Growth of Southern Nationalism,

15
On January 29, IBSO, Clay submitted eignt resol�tions that
he hoped would settle the slavery controversy and help the
Union.

The following are the important ones:

California

was to be admitted to the Union as a free state, which was
only right since it had asked for admission as one; the
rest of the territory taken from Mexico �as to be organized
without provision for or against slavery; Texas was to be
compensated for a boundary settlement; the slave trade
(not slavery) was to be abolished in the District of
Columbia, with adequate security for slavery as long as it
existed in Maryland or unti I her people along with those
of the District should accept compensation for abolition;
and a new and stronger fugitive-slave law was to be passed.
On February 5, Clay arose to defend his proposals.

He

argued each point clearly and cal led for serious consid
eration, but the response to Clay's speech was not imme
diately favorable.
it a

11

The Speaker of the House, Cobb, called

great speech" but felt "no good ••• would result from

it."

Foote denied the right of "Congress to abolish
26
slavery in the District."
Debate continued on the Compromise with Jefferson Davis rejecting al I consideration

for compromise.

Then, John

C.

Calhoun, who was too i I

I

25

w. o. Blake, � Hi stor of Slaver� !DJ! the
Slave Trade: Ancient and Modern tColumbus, Ohio: J. &
W. Mi I I er, l 8 58) , p 5b4.
2b

As quoted in Craven, Growth of Southern Nation
alism, p. 72,

25

to deliver his speech, had Senator James mason of Virgini�
read his denunciation of the compromise.

16

Calhoun wanted

"simple justice" for the South, meaning equality in the
territories, strict enforcement of the fugitive-slave law,
and amendments to the Constitution that would give the
South the power it wanted, even though it would let a
27
His proposals left no room
minority rule a majority.
for compromise and, in effect, asked the North to surrender
completely, which was impossible.
Threa days later Daniel Webster spoke in favor of
Compromise.

He pointed out that "naturs, and not Northern
28
Webster felt there
votes would make New Mexico free."
should be a stronger fugitive-slave law, and declared that
the South had a just grievance.

New England's anti-slavery

leaders mere outraged by Webster's support of the compromise,
especially the fugitive-slave law.

"One called hi� a

"Benedict Arnold," and another spoke of Nthe maanness or
the lion turned spaniel in his fawning on the master
whose hands he was licking." 29
Senator Benton decried Calhoun's speech, pointing
out that in 1836 Congress gave the Platte Territory which
27Ibid., pp 74-7, Wilste, John C. Calhoun, pp
461-64. Als'o'"see margaret Coit, John c.-Calhoun: American
Portrait (Boston: Houghton �ifflTncompany, l950),.pp
492-gs.
28 Craven, Growth of Southern Nationalism, p. 76.

I�
On January 29, 18�0, Clay submitted eight resol�tions that

17
was one :-iundrec mil es north of the :\ii ssouri Compromi ce
Line to Missouri, and only five years before had admitted
iexas as a slave state.

"The South had been inflamea by

the cry of 'Wolf' and there was no wolf, and if given a
30
chance, the Senate ana the people would prove it.rr
As �he great debate developed in the national
capitol, the Southern spokesmen became more aggressive in
their newspapers and public meetings.

When Mississippi

issued a cal I for a Southern convention, the appeal fel I
on fertile ground, and some hoped the convention would be
used for secession.

But, by the time the convention was

ready to meet, the atmosphere had changed.

The forces of

compromise were gaining, and the shadow of discredit began
to fal I on the meeting, owing to the al legation that the
convention was for disunion.

Only nine of the slave

states sent delegates, the largest contingent coming fr,am
Tennessee (one hundred and two), thus creating a conser
vative mood; Virgina sent six, South Carolina seventeen,
Georgia twelve, Mississippi eleven, Texas one, Alabama
31
twenty-one, Arkansas and Plorida six apiece.
Judge
William L. Sharkey was elected president; his address
called for harmony and was very conservative in tone,
stressing that the purpose of the meeting was to preserve
30

Sm i th, rr Th om a s Ha r t 8 en ton : So u th er n
Realist,rr AH,�, LV111 (July, 1953), 805.
31
R. S. Cotterhill, The Old South (Glendale,
C a I i fo r n i a ; Ar t ri u r H • C I a r k Compan y , I 9 36 ) , p • 20 8 •
E I b e rt 8 •

l <.,

the Jnion.

��e resolutions adopted were examples of mod
;nere was only one section which was bel i igerent:

era:1on.

That slave-haloing States cannot ano wi I I not submit
to the enactment by Congress of any law imposing
onerous conditions or restraints upon the right
of mas�ers to remove with their property into the
territories of the United States, or to any law
making oiscriminations in favor of the proprietors
of otner property against them. 32
The convention was a failure, because it did not cal I for tile
secession of the Southern states.

Yet, it was worthy of

notice, for tne aisunionist went home and preached
secession more openly, gaining fol lowers by the ski I lful
use. o'.f.

.

propaganda.
The Compromise could not be enacted because of

Southern opposition under the leadership of Calhoun and
Northern opposition under President Taylor.

Calhoun died

in March, while Taylor passed away in July 1850, leaving

the Com�romise in more friendly hands.

StiII, support for

the omnibus bi I I could not be found, because the Senators
would not vote for al I portions in one package.

Stephen

A. Douglas was the driving force which secured enough votes.
Douglas put each resolution of the omnibus bill into a
separate bil I and in this way was able to secure enough
support from Jemocrats and Whigs to get each measure
32

Resolutions and Address Adopted .Q.l the Southern
Convention, Held at Nashville, Tennessee, June 3rd to 12th
Inclusive l.D_ the Year 1850, (Nashville Tennesee, Harvey M.
Watterson, Printer, 1850), p. 4; Craven, Growth of Southern
�ational ism, pp 9:i-96; St. George L. Sioussat, "Tenessee,
Tne Compro:dse o:-1350, arid "t.he 1\!as'7ville Convention,u
.
•·v P .J.-r ,.D ecemcer,
-' , -·-z2
)J - 3·r
o.
l91c:;)
1

�'

19

passeo by S�ptember 16.

7he House concurred after so�e

very s�orTy sessions.
The Compromise was acceptea by the North and the
South with a feeling of relief, although the extremists on
both sides were not happy and continuec to exploit the
situation.

Tne pro-slavery men were happier when there

\!ias nothing in the Territorial .l\cts which pronounced, or
even imp Iieci, a moral judgment against slavery.

Thus, an

open conflict �as avoided for another eleven years.
By 1850, the extreme Southern nationalist felt that
he was denied rightful access to any new territory that would
come to the United States.

The Compromise of 1850 had not

settled the oasic question cf slavery extension.

There

fore, Southern expansionists began seeking ways to gain new
lands for slavery.

The lands around the Gulf of Mexico

and the Caribbean Sea drew the interest of the slavery
expansionists.

The South felt the increased intersectional

tension, and this, combined with the feeling that the
slaveholding states were at a serious political disadvantage
in dealing with the North, "provided an important additional
34
stimulus forseeking territorial outlets."
In the turoulent decade of the fifties, with the South shut off from
the West, some Southerners began looking beyond the borders
of the United States for I ands to conquer.
53
34

1 t6 I

11

We must

Craven, Growth of Southern t�ationalism,

p.

103.

John Hope Frr1nkl in, The Militant Soutn: 1800(Cam b r i d :-i e , .'ass : the o e l kn a p Pr cs s of Har var d un i -

versity ?ress: !-)')6),

pp.

104-05.

✓
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reinforce the powers of sl�very as an element for political
control," declared the Richmond Enquirer, ''and this can
only be done by annexation of Cuba."

The Southern Standard,

published at Charleston, South Carolina, insisted that �with
Cuba and St. Domingo, we could control the production of tha
tropics, and, with them, the commerce of the world, and
with that, the power of the world." 35 In the scramble that
ensued, the South was first to reach unsuccessfully for Cuba
to protect her "white man's country."
"Why men Went A-filibustering"*
As the l850's dawned, the country was gripped by
the passions of "Manifest Destiny:•

the United States had

just been successful with �axico; California was a state,
and Oregon was safely within the fold.

The land from the

Missouri River to the Pacific was •aiting to be settled.
Albert K. Weinberg, in manifest Destiny:

A Study

9-f

Na

tionalist Expansionism in American History, said that the
"'fifties' seem to be a heyday of •spread-eegleisffl,'" 36 and a
35auoted in Jesse T. Carpenter, The South as a
Conscious Minority, 1799-1861: �Study.!!! Politicar
Thought (New York: New York University Press, 1930),
pp 179-80.

(*)This is the title of the first chapter of
William o. Scrogo's book Filibusters and Financiers:
The Story of William Walker and His Associates (New York:
Macmillan Company, l916). � - -36Albert K. Weinberg, Manifest Destiny:
of Nationalist Expansionis� in American History,
"[Gloucester, �ass.: Peter Smith, 1958), p. 190.

A Study

21

conte:.1porary French observer "declared this

filibustering

seems to be almost a national institution of the American
37
peop I e.
11

V

The people of the 1850's were possessed with super
abundant energy.

The whole North American continent lay

before them for the taking and for more than half a
century they had been gaining possession of this land in
whatever way seemed the most convenient.

Louisiana was

purchased, West Florida and Texas were acquired by a certain
degree of fi I ibustering; California came to the United
States by conquest.
It has already been pointed out that one of the
purposes of filibustering was the further expansion of slave
territory.

Not al I the men that joined the expeditions

were zealous apostles of slavery, but many of their
abbetters were of that type.

The wastefulness of the slavery

system made the acquisition of virgin lands a necessity,
Without new lands the institution would be doomed,
bringing on social and industrial changes the results of
which could not be foreseen.

This had its political

connotations, which cal led for a balance of power between
the two sections in the Senate.

This oal ance was lost

forever; therefore, eyes were cast southward.
Most of the fi Iibusters came from the South, not
only for the purpose of the extension of slavery, but

20

reinforce the powers of slavery as an element for oolitical

22
oecause of the Southern way of life.

The Southern civili38
zation was more mi Ii "t.ant than that of the North.
The
Southerners sti I I clung to the traditions and customs of
Sir Walter Scott and the age of chivalry.

These men were

a special breed of fighters who were not afraid of death.
For William Walker in Nicaragua, these men won battles o n
sheer

11

guts 11 alone.

These men of the plains and mountains

did not have the ordinary fears; what motives kept them
going back on the filibustering expeditions when they knew
what hardships would be encountered?
win because they were right.

They felt they could

When these men landed,

they would take on stature and be invincible.

38

John Hope Franklin in his book The Militant South,
bases i,is thesis on the Southern militant�irit to explain
Southern reac�on in the Ante-be I !um period.

CHAPTER II
CUBA
Early American Interest in Cuba
Since the time of early American history, the
United States was allowed to trade with Cuba; and during
the Revolutionary War, the Island was used by the Americans
as a source of food and a base for privateers.

At differ

ent times, Spain, however, tried to bring the Island
under tighter control.

In 1799, Spain issued a Royal

Order that forbade trade between the United States and Cuba.
Trade was still carried on, however, by illegal methods and
l
by the payment of very high custom prices.
Thomas Jefferson was the first President of the
United States who entertained serious ideas about the
annexation of Cuba.

In a cabinet meeting Jefferson asked

if Spain did not include West Florida in the Louisiana
purchase and added that if Spain refused to do so, the
United States should take it by force and put an embargo
on all Spanish colonies in America.

Nothing came of this

suggestion, but, Jefferson told Anthony merry, the British
Minister to the United States, that if war with Spain
should com� "East and West florida and successively the
l

(New York:

oasil Rauche, American Interest in Cuba: 1848-1855
Columbia University Press, 1948), pp 14-15.
23

24

Isl and of Cuoa, tne possession which was necessary to the
defense of Louisiana and rlorida, •.• woula be an easy con2
quest."
In 1822, the fate of Cuba became the concern of
the United States, because France was preparing to invade
Spain, which in turn might lead to French intervention in
Cuba.

The United States made contact with a Cuban agent

by the name of Bernadf stnchez who offered a plan for
annexation.

John Quincy Adams, then Secretary of State,

said that Calhoun wanted to annex the island; and two years
before, Thomas Jefferson said that the United States, at the
first opportunity, would take the "Pearl of the Antilles,"
even if it meant war with England.

3

S�nchez's offer was

rejected on the grounds that the President was powerless
to promise that Cuba would be admitted to the Union.
Another reason stated that it would create bad feelings
between the United States and Spain.

The government se

cretly requested more information on the revolutionary
4
movement and its chances of success.
It was rumored variously in 1823 that Mexico or
Columbia would annex Cuba, that France would invade the
Island, that Spain would cede the Islano to Britain in
return for loans, and that the Cubans would start a
2

3

Ibid., p. 15.

Ibid., p. 21.
4--

.!lU.£·
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revolution.

A proposal was made by the United States that

for certain concessions

5

the United States, along with

Columbia and Mexico, would guarantee Spain's position in
Cuba.

Adams wanting more support against the British and

trying to end the threat of French invasion of the Island,
offered Spain a joint guarantee with France.
6
of these projects.

Nothing came

With al I this intrigue over Cuba, the London
Courier

drew an excellent parallel between Turkey and

Cuba: Cuba was the "Turkey of translantic politics,
tottering to its fal I, and kept from falling only by the

struggles of those who contend for the right cf catching
7
her In her descent."

As the United States moved into the period of the

1840's, the South began to worry about Cuba.

The island

of Haiti had free Negroes; the Spanish-American Republics
and the British and French West Indies were also free of
The South feared that Great Britain

slavery.

Spain to free the slaves on Cuba, and this

would

would

force

bring a

Negro Republic almost to the doorsteps of the South.

Calhoun wrote a note early in 1844 to Lord Aberdeen in

John

which he stated that the President of the United States
5

The "concessions" were independence for Mexico
and Columbia, and liberalization of Spain's commercial
regulations in Cuba. Ibid., p. 22.
6
Ibid.

7-

1...2J_g., pp. 44-45.
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was Jeeply oistressed with the Gritish �esires concerning
:he general abolition of slavery throughout the worla.

Q

A general agitation developed in the South for the
annexation of the "Pear I of the Anti 11 es,

11

due to

Destiny II and the fear of a free Negro Re pub ii c.
so I uti o� was proposed in the Senate

by

11

Manifest

A re-

Senator David

Yulee of Florida:
Resolved, That, in the opinion of the Senate, it
is advisable for the president to open negotia
tions with the Government of Spain for the cession
to the United States of the Island of Cuba, the
inhabitants of said Island consenting thereto. 9
When the resolution came up for debate, it was withdrawn.

10

The New Ori eans Bee, on August 14, 1847, stated in a
stinging article designed to quiet the talk about Cuba:
The New York Sun has undertaken to revive this Cuba
humbug, to wamthe inanimate nursling of Mr. Yulee
into existence, and to play putative father to as
rickety and jointless and languid an abortion as was
ever spawned from the sickly brains of progressive
democracy. 11
8

I bid •
9I bi d.

10--

,

p•

45 .

Ibid. Another resolution was offered by Represent a t i v e R • Smi th of I I I i noi s i n I 8 46 • 8 ef o r e he made h i s
resolution, another was offered in the Senate on December
22, 1845, with the same wording as Mr. Yulee 1 s by iv:r. Levy,
Mr. Levy withdrew his on December 27. Niles National
Register, LXVIII (September-March l845-lb4b, pp 258ff,pp
277ff. The Ni I es Reaister reported that a meeting was
held on September 20, 1856, in St. Clair County, Illinois,
where 11 i1. was adopted that the chair appoint five persons
to make a report about the annexation of Cuba. 11 p. 37.
I I
Ibia., LXXII, 387.
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On the cay that word arrived in Wasnington that
�exico haa ratified the peace treaty, it was d2cided in a
cabinet meeting to send ful I instructions to Romulus M.
Saunders (United States Minister to Spain) to try to buy
Cuba.

Saunders was authorized to offer Spain between

$50,000,000 and il00,000,000 for this choice piece of
real-estate.

Saunders did n ot fol low his instructions; he

went on his own initiative, saying that the American public
had created the impression if he, Saunders, intensified his
efforts and offered liberal terms, Spain would sel I Cuba.
Would Perdo J. Fidal, the Spanish Foreign Minister be
interested in hearing more concerning the sale of Cuba?
Fida! declared that he thought that Saunders was not able
to make such an offer, but could only negotiate.

Saunders

replied that he only wanted to know if Her Majesty would
discuss the subject.

Fidal answered most positively:

"That it was more than any Minister dare, to entertain any
such proposition."

Fida! felt he knew the feelings of all

Spaniards, which was "that sooner than to see the Island
transferred to any power, they would prefer seeing it
sunk in the Ocean."

12

This ended the negotiations without

them getting under way; Fidal never heard about the
$100,000,000 offer.
There were then as in later years many newspaper
editorials cal I ing for the annexation of Cuba, not only in
12

Rauch, An1erican Interest in Cuba, pp. 96-97.
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tne si ave states, out in the North as we! I.

The Northern

newspapers callee for the annexation as a means of fulfil
ling our "�anifest Oestiny.

11

The New York Sun was especi-

a lly active in campaigning for annexation.

13

defensive motive also for the desire of Cuba.

There was a
The American

government did not want the island to come under British
control, for this would cut off American trade in the
Caribbean in the event of war with Great 3ritain.
The decision of Cuban exi I es to start active
filibustering assaults on Cuba were based on the real iza
tion that the Taylor Administration would not renew Polk 1 s
efforts to purchase Cuba, and, also, by the shifting to
14
America of the center of Cuban revolutionary activity.
This brings on the stage the first of the three filibustering
adventures under the leadership of Narciso Lc,pez.
13

Ibid., p. 59. "Cuba must be ours! ••• To us it is
indispensabie:"" We want its harbors for our ships to touch
to and from Vexico-for the accomodation of American and
English transatlantic steamers--for its products and trade,
and as the Grand key to the Gulf of Mexico. Give us Cuba,
and our possessions are complete. 11 It further states that
11 Spain is ready to set I,
the Cubans are waiting for us
to make the purchase, and to come at once into the Uni on. 11
This editorial was dated July 23, 1847. It was also
r e pr in t ed in the N i I es Re gi st er, L XX I I , 3 38 •
14
�auch, American Interest .i..!l Cuba, p. 108.
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�
Narciso Lopez
�
Narciso Lopez was born in Venezuela and was of
Creole blood.

During the war for independence in South

America, he fought on the side of the Spanish forces.

He

rose to the rank of colonel in the Loyalist forces, and,
when Spain withdrew, L�pez went with the Spanish army to
Cube.

,
During this tour of duty in Cuba, Lepez
married a

daughter of a noble family; with this event, his interests
became Cuben 9
Later, Lopez went to Spain where he changed his

.,

views and became a liberal; there he championed Queen Maria

Christina and her small daughter Mari� Isabel against Don
Carolos, the late King's brother.

,

Maria Christian was

fighting to break the traditional Salic Laws which excluded
�
a female from succession to the Throne. Lopez
rose to the
rank of field marshal in the ensuing battles. After the
,
Queen's victory, Lopez returned to Cuba where he became
govenor of the province of Trinidad.

He lost this impor

tant post in 1843 when Captain General Leopoldo o•o�nnsll
�
replaced him. Lopez was forced to enter business, but W89
unsuccessful because of inexperience and gambling losses.15
It wes during this time that he became a revolutionary; he
had to flee Cuba when his activities became very well
15Edward s. Wallace, Destin and Glory (New York:
Coward-mcCann, Inc., 1957), p. 57. ,heaufhor looks upon
the Lopez expeditions in a romantic fashion, and the book
is not well documented.

Known.

3C

16
,.,

.

There is one point concerning Lopez on which most
authors agree:

the South used him as an instrument in

trying to extend slavery.

{1.ope] became

Samuel F. Bemis says,

11

• • •

he

the instrument of revolt ln Cuoa and the

1.ooi of the slavery expansionists in the United States.

11

17

Wallace saio that L'opez followed the plan of other Cuban
revolutionaries, which was to "achieve Cuban independence,
possibly by the intervention of the United States, and to
If the price for

retain slavery as an institution.

American help meant annexation he wanted the admittance of
18
Rauch
Cuba to the United States as a slave state."
declared that

11

whatever anti-slavery sentiments he had

entertained were submerged in deference to the American
South and in hope of its support.

11

H is p I an was meant to

appeal to as broad a base as possible, "and he won the
adherence of American adventurers, enthusiasts of Manifest
Destiny and partisans of the South and slavery, European
liberal revolutionary exi !es, and�omi)Cuban slave owners
19
and liberals."
16

A better book to read about L�pez is R.G. Cald
wel i's The L�pez Expeditions to�: 1848-.J..§!il., (Prince
ton University Press, 1915), but he is also inclined to
look upon the filibusters in a heroic way.
17
Samuel Flagg Bemis,� Diplomatic History of lli
United States (3rd ed. revised; New York: Henry Holt and
Company, 1953), p. 315.
lb

I

'J

'1Va I I a c e , De s t i n y �=i. n d G I o r y , p • 5 7 •

Hauch, American Interest in C_u_o_a_, p. IOt�.
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Lopez did

not have the complete backing of the Cuban
The Cuban Counci I �as the organiza

Council of New York.

tional expression for the Cuban libe rals and annexationists
in the United States.

In getting hfs first expedition

launched in 1849, Lopez had to fight Cuban as well as Ameri

can oppositfon.

In spite of interference, Lopez was able to

gain the counsel of Senator Foote, Davis, Douglas, and

Dickinson. John Calhoun at one of these m eetings in early

1849, safd that he was fn favor of annexatio n and that the

American people could give lawful aid to the revolutfonartes,

but his statement was later denied by Representative Venable

of North Carolina who safd that at the meeting Calhoun opposed

the plan.

20

Copez claimed to have Calhoun's support, and John

I. O'Sull fvan (an American who was a New York Democrat and a

leader In the Cuban revolutiona ry movement) wrote to Calhoun

just before the first expedition was to sai I that "the South

ought (according to an expression which General Lopez has

quoted to me from you) to flock down here in 'open boats' the
21
moment they hear the tocsin."
The Round Island Expedition: 1849
This

first expedition was to leave from Round

Island near New Orleans.

.,,,

Lopez, in hfs appeal for South-

ern support, offered the command to Jefferson Davis who
20

21

Ibid., p. 112.
1..Q.!_£. , p.

I 13.

refused, but suggested Major Robert E. Lee.

Lee refused

32

on tho grounds that it was not right to taka command of a
"foreign army• while he was a commissioned officer in the

United States army.22 Lbpez was able to secure other

American officers, including colonels Briscoe and White,
the latter having commanded a Louisiana Company in the
maxican Wer.

ln order to get men, lavish promises were

made, but the ordinary recruits were not told the precise
destination.

from the reports, the men were from the
dregs of society.23
The leaders of the expedition did not try to keep
their movements secret.

One could say this was one of the

reasons why these endeavors failed, since everyone knew
what was happening.

The Spanish authorities had time to

warn the government of the United States, and to prepare
the Spanish army in Cuba.

With this advance information,

the Spanish authorities could arrest the revolutionaries
in Cuba.

No doubt, the openness drew support to the

cause, but, in the long run, it ruined the chances of
success of the revolutionaries.
Secretary of State Clayton received the first
definite information about the expedition from Thomas
Ewing, Secretary of the Interior.
22Ibid.

Ewing wrote, on August

23Ibid., Po ll4a An agent of the Secretary of State.
described them as the "most desparatP. looking creatures

33
7, �e4;, t�at Colonel White, with BOC men. would errjark

from �ound Isl�nd for Cuba on August twentieth er tn�
twenty-fifth �ith expeditions leaving from other American
ports.

The next day. Clayton gave orders to the federal

Attorney at New Orleans to enforce the Neutrality Laws.

On

August 9, the Commodore at Pensacola was ordered to prevent
a landinc on Cuba.

On August eleventh, President Taylor in

a Proclamation �arned citizens against teking part in the
expedition and called upon every civil and military officer
to arrast and punish anyone who broke the Neutrality Laws.24
Despite the stern warnings in the Proclamation, not
one person was arrested or tried.

However, six naval

vessels blockaded Round Island, cutting the filibusters
off from their source of supplies.

Early in September

the adventurers surrendered and were taken to the mainland
and set free.

The filibusters were allowed to keep the

two ships and other possessions that they had purchased.
This lenient treatment, according to Gener8l Gonzeles
(second in command to L5pez) was attributed to "protection
from high places." 25 Thus ended the first filibustering

,
attempt by Lopez, but it taught Lopez
to limit his quest
for support to the South to where the atmosphere was more
congenial to his purposes.
�

The New York Herald said

Lopez was ready to set out on another "buffalo hunt"
24Ibid.,
25

117-118.

Ibid •• 116.

• I

��en ��e seaso� ooened in :850.

26

a�j :e�ocratic �eview, edited by Tno�as �ren:ice of \C 1 York,
27
�as in favor of General Lopez. Pren':ice
a "dough-face,"

.,

,\

hoped L�pez would try again and wished that L'c)pez would
not

find the Navy of the United States applied to the
28
er.glorious service of the blockade of our shores. ll
11

20

I bi d• ,
-

27

p•

I 20 •

"0oughface 11 is a term used to describe a Northern
man with Southern sympathies.
28
The United States. Magazine and Democratic Review,
XX V I ( r e b r u a r y , I .:5 :)0 ) , I I 2. Thom as Prent i c e was an advocate
of annexation duri�g this whole period.
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With the failure of the Hound Island expedition,
L'bpez moved from i\ew York into the Mississippi Valley.

At

Cincinnati, L6pez met with some Mexican War officers,
offeri�q the� ran� in Cuba, plus a bonus of $10,000 each.
To tne �rivates, �e offered regular army pay, a bonus of
�4,000, and Cuban land after one year's service.

,

Lopez

had to fight the effect of the fever of the goid rush
these men; one of his inducements was

upon

the gold is already
29
dug and coined for which you will fight."
He succeeded in
11

recruitin; about 250 men under the leadership of Colonel
30
Theodore O'Hara, veteran of the Mexican War.
On his way to New Orleans, Ltpez stopped at Jackson,
�·ississippJ, to confer with John A. Quitman, the Govenor of
Mississippi, and offered him military command of the Cuban
revolutionaries.

The followers of Ltpez hoped that Quitman 1 s

leadership could •�1e into one single action Southern interest
and Cuban annexation."

,.,,,

Lopez told Quitman:

Were the extreme Southern men, possessing influence like
yourself, to stretch forth a friendly hand to al I
Southern unionists on the guaranteed condition of
s�riking together one great and bold blow for Cuban
annexation, positive force and pro�able advantages
would result to the South ••• 31
29
30

\/val I ace, Destiny and Glory, p. 59.

O'Hara wrote a poem "The Bivouac of the Dead,u
in commemoration to the Americans who fell in the cattle
of Buena Vista.
31

Frankl ir, :h<=: Mi I itant South, p. 106.
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Juitman turned down this appeal to his emotions, but ha
offered his opinion on military strateqy.32

L�pez arrived in New Orleans, and the city welcomed
him with open arms.

He set up his headquarters at Bank's

Arcade on magazine Street, which had been the headquarters
of Davy Crockett, James Bowie, and William B. Travis.

With

this romantic backdrop, he recruited more men, trying to
give them

a

the South.

political character that could be identified with
Three regiments were organized from three dif

ferent states:

Kentucky under Colonel O'Hara, �ississippi

under Colonel Bunch, and Louisiana under Colonel Chatham
33
R. Wheat.
With such openness, the Spanish authorities followed
the movement very easily.

On the other hand, the United States

officials found it much more difficult.

The ships which the

filibusters had bought had evaded them by taking on arms from
fishing smacks.

Then, too, the port authorities of New Orleans

had accepted the ruse that the ships were bound for California
and did nothing to detain them.

These incidents reveal that

,

the sympathies of the lower South were with Lopez.
The expedition was to meet off the coast of Yucatan
on the island of mujeres (see fig. 1, page 35,
32Ibid., Rauch, American Interest in Cuba, pp 123124, both acciJ'unts tell of the meeting between Lopez and
Quitman. but each tell different parts, but both agree
that Quitman wanted to take the command but did not.
33Rauche, American Interest in Cuba, p. 125.
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other Cuoan towns ci�ed in this chapter wi I I be found on
the same page); bu� due to bad winds t�e Kentucky Battalion
I anded on Con toy a::iout twelve mi I es north of :V\ijeres.
Contoy was a sandy key that was uninhabited and had no
drinking water.

The Louisiana Battalion sailed on the

Sus an Loud, w h i I e the t\� i s sissipp i re g i men t sai I e d on th e
Creole.

The three groups met at Contoy and set sai I for

�uba aboard the Creole.
The Liberatores (as they called themselves) sur
prised the coastal garrison at cirdenas on the morning of
May 19, after landing the day before.

The intel I igence

(which said that the Cubans were ready to revolt) that
,,,,,,
Lopez received was erroneous, because when he tried to
raise recruits with a drum and flag not a single Cuban
34
fell in.
The people were not unfriendly to the filibusters, but the town was surrounded by sugar plantations,
and the planters feared that the slaves would be set free;
their fears about a slave revolt were as deep-seated as
those of the South.

After a short encounter with the

Spanish Lancers, the filibusters retreated to the Creole •

.,

Lopez wanted to re-land his forces further down the coast,
but the ship became grounded in the harbor.

It was re

floated only after the arms were thrown overboard, thus
spoiling his ambition for another invasion at that time.
The Creole was pursued back to Key West,
54

Ibic., ;.::i. 129 Franklin, -::"e �.ilitant Sout'1,
p. 107; anj Wal lace, Destin'L and Glorv, p. 73.

59

Fiorica, 8Y the Spanish steamboat ?izarro. The people of
�he town gave the men a hero's welcome, and helped them
escape.
Creole.

35

Al!

a federal officer did was to seize the

,

Lopez was arrested in Savannah, Georgia, for violatin� tne \eutral ity Laws of the United States.

I rnr:i e d iat e I y , Lt p e z

later reieased for lac� of evidence.
began plans for another expedition.

He was

This :ime the Federal

government used pressure, and forced a grand jury to indict
Lopez, Quitman and fourteen other men.

At first Governor

Quitman was going to use the State mi I itia to defend the
State's sovereignty, but he gave up this course of action,
however, and al lowed himself to be arrested.

When the

s uits were dismissed, New Orleans went wild.

There were

thirty-one gun salutes fired for the Union and for Cuba.
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De 3ow's Review carried a piquant article on this
attempt.

In one section De Bow spoke for himself, and

showed that he had not become, as yet, an ardent expansionist.
We trust, for the honor of h umanity and faith of
treaties, it wi 11 lead us into nothing for which
our history shal I blush .•. There are honorable
means of achieving our purpose, and, if these fai I,
the purpose itself becomes dishonorable. Let us
negotiate with the Cabinet of Madrid, as we did
with that of Versai I les ••• Should the negotiations
3'.:l

Rauch. American Interest��' p. 129;
Bemis, D��lomatic Histor� £f the United States, pp. 315-16.
Fr an k I i n , Th e tv1 i I i t an t Sou tr: , p p • I O 7 - I O 8 •

fail, honor and the preservation of national faith
demand, tnat we give no countenance to any movements hostile to the cause of Spain. 37
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The next section seemed to speak for the mhole country.
De Bow used the term "our people" which, to those who
believe him an expansionist at this time, would mean the
South.

Ths writer, however, believes that De Sow was

speaking of "our people" as the people of the United States.
None can doubt, th at, at this moment, there is a well
fixed and almost universal conviction upon the minds
of our people, that the possession of Cuba is indis
pensable to the proper development and security of
the country. We state the fact, without entering
into the reasons of it or justifying it, that such a
conviction exists. Call it lust of dominion--the
restlessness of democracy--the passion for land and
gold, or the desire to render our interior impregnable
by commanding the key of the gulf--the possession of
Cube is still an American sentiment, not to be SI.Jl'S a
late, but a growing and strengthening one •••• 38
The Bahia Honda Expedition:

1851

,

The last expedition of Narciso Lopez must havs
been coAceived under an unlucky star.

The ships were pur

chased in New York, but this time they were a ttached and
the trial of John L. O'Sullivan and two of his subordinates
ended in a mistrial.

L�pez sold the ships and returned

again to friendly New Orleans.

The fillmore Administration
,
was keeping a closer watch on the group, but Lopez was abls
37J.D.B. De Bow, "The Late Cuban Expedition,"
De Saw's Review IX (August, 1850), pp 173-74.
38Ibid., 173.
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to sai i �rom �e� Orleans aboard the Pamoero on August 3,
1351, af:.er heari�g of a revolution in Cuba.

,,,,
Lopez
had oeen keeping in communication with a

group of revolutionaries in Cuba at Puero Principe.
These men had been discovered by the Spanish officials
with only a few being able to escape to the hills.

The

revolution was begun on July fourth, but it never really
got started.

The last of the Cuban revolutionaries were

k i I I ed on August twe I fth, the very day that L°bpez I anded
at Bahia Honda.
This futile endeavor was the revolution that L"b'pez
had heard about.

He left New Orleans with about 400 men,

in his haste to get to Cuba, taking only a fraction of
those avai I able.

The ship was bound for Key West to procure

mei1 and supplies.

Again, there were no naval ships to stop

L-Opez, and on the tenth the filibusters left Florida.

A

great many men on this last expedition (only 160 returned
to the United States out of better than 400) would die and
be buried in unknown graves.

After leaving Key West, it was

found that the ship did not have a sufficient supply of
coal to steam up the east coast of Florida to the St. John's
� i ver to ta k e ab oard art i I I ery an d more men •

L�P e z t h en

decided to invade western Cuba, where he felt the Spanish
authorities would not expect him and the natives would
rally to his cause.

After the ship left Florida it went
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off course, either because or winds and tides, or the iron
in the guns, which might have affected the compass.

�hat

ever the reason, the Psmpero came upon Havana harbor, was
sighted and recognized.

The ship turned west, giving the

Spanish time to alert their forces.

The ship was again

sighted when it tried to lend at a small harbor in which
t•o Spanish warships were at anchor.
call off the invasion.

Still Lopez would not

Lopez finally put ashore a short

distance from Bahia Honda after the ship struck a coral
reef.
The expedition had no real chance, for the Spanish
army was waiting for it.
reach the safety

Lopez started inland, trying to

or the mou�tains. He placed Colonel

W.L. Crittenden, nephew of the Attorney-General of the
United Ststes, in charge of a small group of man at the
beachhead to bring up supplies.
tacked end divided.

His smell force was at

Crittenden and forty-nine other men

mede their way back to the coast and put to sea in four
boats, but were captured, end later executed in a public

square in Havana.39 Lopez and his men fought a brave battle,

-

but with 160 starving and wounded men he surrendered on
August thirty-first.

The remainder of the men under Lopez

were not executed, but their leader was garroted in a public
39Robert Granville Caldwell, The Lopez Expeditions
to Cuba, 1848-1851 (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
T91-;-y:-pp""T03-rITs: Crittenden in a letter to his wife,
written after he was captured, tells of feeling deceived
by Lopez.

ceremony at �avana.
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W:1en the news of Lci'pez 1 s death ar.d 1.he ;,ub! ic exe
cutions of Crittenaen 1 s men reached �ew Orleans, rioting
broke out before the Spanish consulate, and mobs ran wi Id.
Th e Co u r i e r sho uted !

11

Ameri can b I oo d h a s b e e n she d •

cries alo�d for venceance
••. blood for blobd!
must je avenged! Cuba ;nust be seized.

:r

41

It

Our brethren

At Baltimore,

mourners passed through �he streets, burning in effigy the
American counsul in Havana.

At Mobile, the crew of a
42
wrecked Spanish ship was almost assaulted.

Spanish-American relations were not exactly im
proved by the rioting, and Spain demanded redress for the
damages done to Spanish property.

To ease the situation,

the United States ordered a special salute to the Spanish
flag at New Orleans.

The men captured with l.'opez were

sent to Spain to work in labor camps, and upon hearing that
the fi Ii busters were given pardons, the United States
appropriated i25,000 as re�uneration for damages suffered
43
by Spanish subjects living in New Orleans.
De aow had not yet become a vociferous proponent of
expansionism, so he wrote:
'-"'
4-..,.

41

42
p. I 6 I •
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11

Let us pause and consider

�auch, American jnterest

.iJl

Cuba, p. 161.

Franklin, The Militant South, p.

109.

I b i d. , p. I I O; .�au ch , Amer ican In t ere st in Cub a,

2emis, Jiolomatic �!story of the United States,
pp. 3 I 6- j I 7.

wall the consequences before we take the fearful leap.
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Let

the fate of other republics be a warning to us of the
dangers of unlimited extension, and wars of conquest." 44
This editorial could not possibly be mare emphatically
against the policies of the filibusters.

John Calhoun's

son, John, wrote in Q.! Bow's Review an article about Cuba:
"We now have most of the commercial advantages without the
expense of administering the government." 45 The Senior
Editor of fha Western Journal and Civilian, published in
St. Louis, wrote, "But, at the present time, neither Cuba
nor the United States are ripe for annexation; nor are we
awthorized to conclude from any manifestations yet made by
the people

or that Island, that a majority desire a change

of government." 46

The men who returned from the ill-fated third ax-

,

pedition had no words of praise for Lopaz. J. fisher, a
,
,
hospital steward in Lopez's army said, "Lopez has deceived
us all.

The expedition fi.ai] all a hu�bug."

Another member,

C. F. Harwell said:
It is my conviction that the petty clique in New
Orleans, whose existence depended upon the exalta
tion of Cuban bonds, felt that the precipice over
which they must shortly fall must oe avoided by
44
J.D.B. De Bow, "Cuba and the United States: Tha
Policy of Annexation Discussed," De Bow•s Review, XIV
(January, 1853), 66.
45John Calhoun, "Independence of Cuba" Ibido,
421.
46"Cuba," The �astern Journal and Civilian, IX
(February, l853),--S02.

45

some dssperate scheme, and hence the second (he
did not count the Round Island exoedition)
abortive attempt to crsate sympathy in favor of
�ub�n patriots, struggling for liberty!

A cook, by the name of Gilman, said, "L�pez, the scoundrel,
has deceived us--all those reports about the Cubans up
rising were trumped up in New Orleans.11 47 With the experi
ences that tnese men had undergone their bitterness is aesily
understood; but they were the lucky ones, since they re
turned to the United States.
Spain contacted England and france, trying to secure
assistance in her fight to maintain control over the

Island.

Britain proposed a plan in which she, the United States and
France would join in a treaty stipulating that the signatorres
would not wrest Cuba from Spain.

In April, 1852, Britain

and francs formally asked the United States to join the
three-power treaty.

Before Webster, then Secretary

or State,

gave a formal answer, he told the Franch and British Ministers
in Washington that he was in complete concurrence with their
views in ragerd to Cuba.48 Webster died before he could
send a formal reply.

The November election brought victory

to frenklin Pierce and the "Young Americans « were a group
or men who were possessed with "manifest Destiny"
within the Democratic Party.

The

47Alexander Jones, urhe Invasion of Cuba,• The
Southern Quarterly Review, XXI (January, 1852), s. 48Alexander De Conda, A History or Amnican
Forsion Policy (New York: Charies Scribner's Sons, 1963),
p. 221.

46
leader was Stephen A. Douglas; Its chief spokesman was
.;eor;e \. Sanders o7' Kentucky.

In the Ii gh" of Pierce's

victory, Presiaent ri I lmore decided to reject the proposed
treaty.
It has been stated in the first chapter that the
slave states had a fear of Cuba becoming a Negro Republic.
De Bow 1 s Review carried an article written by Or. Van Evene
of Washington, D. C., which is graphic In its description
and was intended to arouse this fear.

De Sow by this time

was beginning to move in the direction of a nationalist•
••• Indeed, Cuba would be a volcano of 'free negorism'
constantly vomiting fire and blood on the neighboring
coast; and at any moment British aristocracy, with
Its stupendous steam marine, could bridge the straits
of Florida, and, hurling a hundred thousand Infuriated
blacks upon the coast, appeal to the hostility of race
and the latent brutulism of the negro, and lay in blood
and ashes the fairest portion of the confederacy. Cuba,
we repeat, is thus the turning point of the future•••
The very next steamer that arrives from Europe, may
bring an order to the Spanish officials in that place
to take the preliminary steps to release the negro pop
ulation from its natural subordination to the whites;
and if the American government and the American people
look on passively and silently, and permit this last
act in the programme of British philanthropy to be
comp I eted, then wi 11 come the crisis, and an issue
more terrible than{Ihel nation ever yet encountered,
an issue involving nor' only the civi I lzation or the
barbarism of these islands and Central America, but
an issue involving the social and industrial system
of the South, indeed the very existence of the
Southern people. 49
This Southern fear had in part caused the proposed treaty

9

Dr. Van Evene, "Slavery Extension," De Bow's
Review, XV (July, 1853), pp.· 13-14.

between England, France and the Unitad States tc protect
Cuba in 1852.
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To quiet soma of these fears, Lord Carendon

wrote to the British A�bassador in Belguim in November,
1854, asking him to forward information to the American
Ambassador in Selguim that BritaiA had no intentions or
0
"Africanizing" Cuba.5
,
The death of Lopez brought John A. QuitMan, a

militznt expansionist and strong secessionist, to the
leadership of the Cuba filibusters.

In 1853, Quitman

made various trips to different cities, gathering support
ror another expedition against Cuba.

This time, the

United States government moved mora forcibly in halting
Quitman•s planned campaign against the Island.

At the

spring session of the United States Circuit Court for
Eestern Louisiana, Quitman and two othsr organizers were
ordered to show cause why they should not be required to
observe the Neutrality Laws.

The defendants had to pay

a $3,000 bond to observe the laws for a period of nine
months.

This action only increased enthusiaY for the

plennad invasion.

The mood can best be expressed by tha

toast given at a public dinner for Quitman in New Orleans
after his release:
Cube-We'll buy or fight, but to our shore we'll lash heri·
If Spain won't sell t we'll turn in end thrash her. 5
50

Gavin B. Henderson, (ed.) "Southern Designs on
Cuba, 1854-1857 end Some European Opinion," JSH V
(August, 1939), 379.
51rranklin, The Militant South, p. 111.

Quit�an oostponea the proposed date of the invasion o� the
ls! anc from the sur.imer of 1854 unti I T.he spring of 135'.)·
His i�:endeo expedition caused the Pierce A dministra�ion
such emoarrassment that the President cal led Quitman to
Washington in an attempt to save the Aaministration from
a scandai.

Qui:.mar. gave up command of the Junta on Apri I

30, I 555.
Ostend Manifesto
The issuance of the Ostend Manifesto put before
t he world a prime example of Southern ambition.

The raw

wounds caused by the Kansas-Nebraska Act had no chance to
heal and the Pierce Administration's expectation that the
North would stand behind such a declaration of policy was
ludicrous.
The Pierce Administration had been waging an active
campaign to acquire the "Pearl of the Antilles."

The

seizure of the Black Warrior, an American ship by Spanish
officials in Havana, on February 28, 1854, gave the Admin
istration a chance to exert more pressure.

The ship was

one of the largest vessels in the Atlantic coast trade at
the time.

It had made more than thirty trips between New

York and Mobi I e, stopping at Havana.

In al I of these trips,

the ship had carried cargo not bound for Cuba, but had not
listed the cargo on the manifest which was a direct violation
of existing IAWS.
pass.

The Spanish officials had always let this

In this case, however, the violation was not al loVied

to pass, and the ship was seized.

The Captein•General of

49

Cuba, marguas de la Pezuela, would not negotiate with the
American Counsul in Havana, and the American government and
nation became incensed over the incident.

The troubles were

finally resolved between Spain and the American ship's owner,
but the challenge to the United States could not be overlooked.
The United States Minister to Spain at this time wes

,

Pierre Soule, a pro-slavery Southern expansionist, a Louisianan of french birth.

He was a hot-headed parson with little

tact; in other •ords, he was a person who had no business

haAdling the delicate mission cf buying the Island from Spain.52
On April third, 1853, new instructions were sent to Soul' to
offer Spain as much as $130,000,000 for Cuba.

In

the in-

�
str�ctions, William L. Marcy, Secretary of State, told Soule
that Sp�in was going to introduce an agricultural apprentice�
labor system on the Island. Marcy pointed out that Soula
already knew the President's views on the subject (these were
not in the instructions), and that ha must make avary effort
53
to purchase the Island.
Spain would not sell; perhaps part of the reason for
this absolute rejection of the United State�• proposal by
52
rhe best account of Soul;'s diplomatic service
abroad is A�os Etteringer's Study; It!.!! Mission to Spain�
Pierre Soule, 1853-1855 (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1932). Two exceT!entarticles are Arthur rreeman•s "The
Early Career of Pierre Soule," Louisiana Historical Quarter!¥,
XXV (October, 1952), 970-1127; and James Greer's "Louisiana
Politics, 1845-1861," Ibid., XIII (October, 1930), 617-54.
53

�auche, American Interest in Cuba, p. 281.
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8pain was the conduct of Soule.
a progression of j(unders:

His behavior in 8pain was

he sent an unwarranted ultimatum

to the Spanish government after the Black Warrior incident;
became involved with Spanish revolutionists; and fought a
duel with the French Ambassador, whom he shot in the knee,
54
crippling the man for life.
Pierre Soulf then left Spain and met with James
Buchanan, Minister to England, and John Y. Mason, Minister
to France, in October, 1854, first at Ostend, then at Aix
la-Chapel le, to formulate a policy for the acquisition of
the Island.

These three pro-Southern expansionists issued

the Ostend Manifesto which have the traditional reasons why
Spain should sell the Island, and said that the United States
would be justified in taking it from Spain.

In this justifi

cation the ministers compared the United States to 'an indivi
dual ••• tearing down the burning house of his neighbor, if
there were no other means of preventing the flames (§pain's
policies toward the
his own house.

1

Africanization 1 of cub_] from destroying

11

The report was a secret dispatch, not a public
statement. of policy; but when it leaked out, it shocked
:uropeans ar.d Americans alike.
5·
55

This unfavorable reaction

Wal lace, Destiny and Glory, p. 113.

Bemis, Diolomatic History of the United States,
p. 332; Je c:onde, ,7istorv of Ameri::::an Fo_reign Policy,
p. 223; Rauch, A�erican Interest lo. Cuba, 9. 293.

SI
nRoe tr,e Aurr:inis�ration repudiate the "V:1nifesto.

1

:

\a:-cy

ins�ruc�2d Soul; �o cease his efforts in Spain; this re
pudiation of Soulf forced him home.

Tnis bad publicity also

caused the Administration's stoppage of Quitman's proposed
'
expedition to r,vuoa.

The two actions brought to a close the

high pain� In America's efforts to acquire the Island.
3uchanan was elected to the Presidency in 1856 on
a platform that advocated the annexation of Cuba.

He tried

several times to stimulate interest in Cuba by proposing
its purchase to Congress.

In 1859, a bi II that would place

�30,000,000 toward the acquisition of Cuba at the disposal
The annexation of the Island

of the President was rejected.

was tied too closely with slavery and could not be accepted
by the North.

When the South wanted to annex new slave

states from Spanish America, the North could not see that the
South's cries for liberty, state's rights and the extension
of democratic institutions had any validity.

The North

only saw that the South was using these arguments to conceal
its purpose which was to extend slavery.
Stephen Douglas in his debate with Lincoln at
Jonesboro, Illinois, said, "When we get Cuba we must take it
as we find it, leaving the people to decide the question
of slavery for themselves,••• "
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President-elect Abraham

Rauch, American Interest in Cuba. �. 304;
see also Arthur 6estor, 11 The American Ci vii War as a
Constitutional Crisis," AHR, (January, 1964), pp.336-37.
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Lincoln loo�ed differently upon this �atter.

�e felt that

the South in a year 1 s time would ask for Cuoa as a conditio�
for stayin� in the Union.

''There is in my judgment but one

compromise which would really settle the slavery question,
and that would be a prohibition against acquiring anymore
57
: err i tor y. l!
De Sow 1 s �eview
De Bow 1 s Review had a tremendous influence oa the
South's attitude regarding expansionism.

By the middle of

the 1850 1 s De Bow turned in defense against the assaults
58
made upo n the South.
When the magazine first started in
1846, De Bow was neutral on slavery and expansion, but as
the years progressed and the South 1 s position became of

greater concern, De Bow slowly became a Southern nationalist.
11

More and more De Bow became a standard-bearer of those

Southerners who, despairing of a safe berth in the Union
59
would prepare for possible independence."
In the pages of
the Review,

De 8ow 1 s ideas were ably presented along with

those of other writers who were of the same persuasion.

-::>7
38

.i..!J. Cuba, p. 303.
_d • .Q.�. � 6ow: Maqazines

Rauch, American Interest

Otis Ci ark Skipper,
of the Old South (Athens: University of Georgia Press,
1958)""; 'p."!13.
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Ibid., p. 115.

CHAPTE� III
NICARAGUA
The three fl I ibustering attempts on Nicaragua lea
�y ji I I iam Walker had the syDpathy of the South, although
�hey were not the result of a conspiracy by the pro
slavery contingents to extend the limits of slavery.
These elements hoped that Walker would succeed so that the
country would be annexed to the United States as a slave
state.

Walker's raids also differed from the filibustering

endeavors in Cuba in that the Northern states favored them
less than those in Cuba.

With the anti-slavery feelings

growing in the North one can easily see why the North would
be out of sympathy with Walker.
T�e Gray-Eyed Man of Destiny: Wi I liam Walker
William Walker was born of Scotch-Irish parents on
:\lay 8. 1824-, in Nashvi I le, Tennessee.

His parents intended

him to be a servant of God, but, finding this occupation
not to his liking, Walker first became a doctor, then a
lawyer.

He gave up this last occupation and moved into

the field of journal ism and became an editor of the New
Orleans Crescent. After Walker lost his newspaper job in
1849, he made his way to California with those who were
�-ranklin, Thet-.'.ilitar,t South, p. 117; Simms,
2onc.roversy, p. 138.

A Decc1de of S2ctional
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seeking the ''Golden Fleece."

He arrived in San Francisco

in June. 1850, and set up his lew practice.

Wanderlust

moved through Walker's veins which caused him to move to
marysville in 1851 (the town is about twenty miles north
of Sacramento).

He became a law partner of Henry P. Watking

and enjoyed some success.
The idea of founding an American colony in Sonora
originated with several men or Auburn in Placer County,
California, early in 1852.2 Ona of these men was �r. Frederic
Emory.

Emory contacted Walker and paid the expenses of

Walker and his law partner, Watkins, to proceed to Sonora
and to get eland grant from the mexican government, in
return for which the colonists would protect the natives
from Indians.

The mexican government refused to give the

land grant, easily seeking through the scheme.
The region was worthless; it held nothing but
centipedes, snakes, insects and Apaches; but reports of
gold and 9ilver deposits had aroused interest in it.

There

was a movement in the California press that grieved for the
poor peons in Sonora,3 no doubt flavored by the reports of
gold and silver.
Sanora.

Walker was to lead the expedition to

From a doctor, lawyer and editor, the now Colonel

2William Walker, The War In Nicaragua (Mobile:
Goetze! and Co.), p. 19.
3
william o. Scroggs, Filibusters and Financiers
(New York, 1915), p. 33.

So

William Walker became a soldier of fortune and filibuster.
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The original plan called for Walker to land near Guymas,
in Sonora.

But �alker had rawer than fifty men, so he

planned to land in Lower California and use it as a base for
assembling recruits and supplies.

Walker landed at La Paz,

the caoit�l, and without firing a shot, captured the town.
To make matters worse, Walter did not receive the much needed
food from California.

The United States and mexico signed

the Gadsden Treaty, giving the mineral bearing part of Sonora
to the United States.

Now the expedition lost its appeal far
4
Americans. and the adventure came to nothing.
Walker returned to San Francisco and was received
with honor.

In June, 1854, he went on trial for the crime

of filibustering, but he was acquitted, while two other
man on trial witM him, who had followed his orders, ware
found guilty.

Walker then went back to newspaper work in

San francisco for the Commercial Advertiser where his
interest in Nicaragua grew by conversations with Byron
Cole, the· sttito'r.

Cola tried to get Walker to abandon

ideas about returning to Sonora, and concentrate his
attention on the American colonization of Nicaraguao5
4Albert z. Carr, The World and William Walker
(New York: Harper & Row, ffi3}, pp 82ff.
5
Scroggs, Filibusters and Financiers, p. 70.
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�alker's First �naeavor in Nicaragua
With -:he ':jOld rush starting in California at

the

begin ning of the 1850's there was a large increase in
transportation to the West Coast.
which travelers could use:

There were four routes

the Isthmus of Panama, around

the southern tip of South America, through Nicaragua, or

over I and across the United States.

The country of

Nicaragua was a perfect place for a man with Walker's
ambitions to seize the initiative.
The country of Nicaragua was going through one of
its periodic revolutions, with the Liberal party being the

group trying to attain power.

They cal led themselves Oemo-

crats, and their leader Francisco Castel l�n made contact
with Byron Cole who had gone to Nicaragua.

Cole was au

thorized to bring a detachment of Americans to Nicaragua
to serve in the Democratic army.

Walker saw in the con

tract a direct violation of the Neutrality Laws, and would
not act.

He told Cole to return to Nicaragua and secure

a colonization grant, then "something might be done with
it. 11

This Cole proceeded to accomplish, and the second

document reached Walker early in February, 1855.

This

contact guaranteed Walker and his men "forever the privilege
6
of bearing arms.n By being colonists, the mem did not
violate the Neutrality Laws.

Walker ana his small

WalKer, The War in Nicaragua, p. 25.
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expedition, who would soon become known as "�illiam Walker•�
Immortals," sailed from San Francisco in May, 1855.

The

Mlmmortals" had a few experienced soldiers, including a man

,

who had been with Lopez.

The privates ware mede up of miners.
7
grocerymen, cobblers and professional killers.
The group landed five weeks later at Realejo (see
Fig. 2, paqe 56, other Caribbean places cited in this chapter

will be found on the same page) and marched to Leon, where
they joined forces with Francisco's army.

With the help

of the Americans, the Democratic army was able to defeat the
Legitismist army.

frencisco, however, was unable to enjoy

the victory for he died of yellow fever.

Walker then

/

established himself as the real power behind the new Presi
dent, Don Particia Rivas, who made him commander-in-chief
of the army.
To consolidate his authority, Walker had to exe
cute one of his most dangerous enemies, Ganaral Ponciano
Corral, leader of the Legitimist forces, which was accomp
lished in early December, 1855.

�ithin a short time, the

United States Minister in Nicaragua, John Wheeler, extended
recognition to the Rivas-Walker government.

This was a

premature act because of the political situation in the
United States, and the fear that the United States had
that recognition would upset England.
7

The Secretary

Laurence Greene, The rilibustar: The Career of
William Walker (New York: Bobbs-Merrill Co.:-T937), p.64.
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of State, �illi�m Marcy, ordered �heeler to extend no recognition until the Rivas-Walker government would prove itself
steble.8 The Uni ted States Pinelly did recognize the new
Nicaraguan re gime in may, 1856.

President Pierce said th�t

it was done because the Rives-Walker government seemed to
be the one desired by the people.

/

The real reason �as that

Pierce was trying to get the Southern vote far the upcoming
Democratic Convention, so he would get the Presidential
9
nomination. Although Marcy had called Walker, "a pirate
and an assassin,"

lO

marcy in June said recognition was given

so that Great Britain might not have complete ascendency in
.
ll
C en t ra l A merica.
The success of Walker did no t go unheeded in the
South.

There were notices in the New Orleans"'\apers
advertising that the Government of Nicaragua we} giving
large tracts of land to any emigrants, and that the rare
to the country was reduced to more than half the former
rates. 12 In April, 1856, more than two hundred amigrents
left New Orleans for Nicaragua.

De aow's Review in June,

8Ibid.
, p. 143.
9
Ibid., p. 200; Carr. The World of William Walker.
pp 182-84;--rvor Debenham Spencer, The Victor and the
Spoils: ��or William h• marcy(Prov1dence: Brown
university Press, 1959), p. 371.
18spencer, The Victor and the Spoils, p. 371.
11oe Conde History of American foreign Policy
,
,
p. 210.
12�,ran
kl.1n, The militant South, p. 118.
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1856, carried an article reprinted from Slackwoods magazin�
that went into a minute descriotion of the achievements of
General �alker, praised them mightily, and emphasized that
whst he had done was for the good of the country:
when they first landed in Nicaragua, not ten months
ego, they numbered only fifty-six men; but in as far
as they had the good will of the majority of the
American peoole, they represented the nation as
truly as General Pierce and his cabinet. Colonel
practical exponent of a
Walker was merely
popular theory••••

i9e

The article further explained that the Americans had gone
there at the request of the party (Democratic) that spoke
for the mejority of the people. The Americans had become
citizens and fought for power. 14
On July 12, 1856, Walker reached the pinnacle
his career when he was made President of Nicaragua.

or

One

act which created sympathy in the South was the decree of
September 22, 1856.

It stated that the acts and decrees of

the old govarnment of the United Provinces of Central
America were null and void.

This act abolished the law

that outlawed slavery in 1824.

Walker was not an advocate

of slavery, and it is doubtful that same of his American
followers would have joined his army had his cause been to ad
vance the institution of slavery.

Several authors have said

that Pierre Soule advised Walker to issue the procla�ation that
13
"Nicaragua and the Filibusters," De Bow•s Review,
XX (June, 1856), 67.
14Ibid., 69.

re-esta�lished slavery when he visited Walker in August,
1856.15 Whi!A Soul; was there, ha assisted Walker in
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securing a loan or 5500,000 through the Senk of Louisiana.16
The accounts of the men who were with Welker did not mention
�

anything �bout Soule or his influencing Walker's decision
17
to ra...,troduce slavery.
Walker in his proclamation said
15Bemis, Diplomatic History of the United States,
p •. 329; Franklin, The Militant South, p. 119; also sea
Preston J. Moore "Pierce Scull: Southern Expensionist and
PrOJnoter, 11 JSH XXI (IYl8y, 1955), 213. In emphasizing his
influence over Walker, Scroogs declares: "No man in the
South Meld �ore advanced ideas along this line than Pierre
Soule, and his visit to Nicaragua seems to have had the
effect of crystallizing the policy of Walker as far as
Cuba, annexation and slavery ere concerned." w. o. Scroogs,
"Walker's Design's on Cuba,"�, I (December, 1914), 210.
16rranklin, The militant South, p. 119; Scroogs,
filibusters and financiers, p. 210.
17charles William Doubleday, Reminiscences of the
"filibusters:"� in Nicaragua (New York: G.P. Putman1s
Sons, 1886): James Carson Jamison, With Walker in Nicaragua:
Reminiscences of an Officer of the American PhaTinx
(Colu�bi8, missouri: E.W. Stephens, 1909). Jamison r... 1s
that the slavery decree helped bring the downfall of
�alker (p. 96). Jamison further states that �alker changed
his �ind about slavery after he had made a complete study
of the social and economic conditions of the country.
Jamison points out that �alker wrote his book, The War
in Nicaregue, after he was forced to leave the country, and
Welker needed Southern help to organize another expedition
to retake the country. Jamison further stated that some
upublicatians have asserted Southern statesmen were behind
the movement to re-introduce slavery, an assertion unten
able and unsupported by Walker himself •••• " (p. 98).
Preston J. Moore seys there is no evidence to support the
charge that Soule influenced Walker, but he still feels
that Soule did exert influence. moors, JSH XXI pp 213-14.
Greene in his bio]raphy of Walker does notmention any
influence of Soule's. Two American Counselor Agents wrote
accounts, Peter F. Stout, Nicaragua: Past, Present and
Future (Philadelphia: J.E. Potter, 1859)":° This is a
travel quide and is of no political importanceo William
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that ha had faith in the intelligence of the Southern states
"To perceive their true policy and in their resolution to
carry it out,"

he also stated, "the way is open and it only

requires courage and will to enter the path and reach the
goal.

�ill the South be true to herself in this emergency?" 18

Ths South reacted instantly to Walker's appeal.

New Orleans

was the focal point of Walker's activities as it had been for
/

Lopez.

The New Orleans Daily Delta gave wholehearted en-

dorsement.

In one issue, the newspaper said the "noble cause

in which William Walker is engaged, knowing that it is our
cause at bottom--help him onward, step by step with money,
with �en, voice and hand •••• 11 1

9

De Bow's Review carried a

letter from a person in Nicaragua to a friend in Virginia
which said that General Walker has-revoked the decree abol
ishing slavery in Nicaragua.

"It has come a little sooner

than I told you it would, but not too soon.

Now what can

V. Well, Walker's Ex�edition to Nicaragua (New York:
Stringer and Townsan, 1856). It was printed before Walker's
decree, but slavery did not play a pert in the book. �illiam
�alker, in his The War in Nicaragua did not mention Soul�,
but said that "iiiFiiletheslavery decree was calculated to
bind the Southern states to Nicaragua, as if she were one
of themselves, it was also a disavowal of any desire for
annexation to the federal Union." (p. 226) It is the writer's
opinion that Soule did influence Walker, and used the bank
loan as a pry to get Walker to issue the proclamation.
18rranklin, The Militant South, p. 119; Walker,
The War in Nicaragua,pp 267-80. Here Welker gives his
full arguments ror re-introducing slavery.
19Quoted in rranklin's The militant South, p. 120.

you Vir;iniar:s do?"

20

The answer was obvious, and a :1urnber

of youn� Southerners began heading for �i caragua.
7he Democratic Party's platform in 1856, on whicn
James 3uchanan was elected President, expressed the deep
sympathy of the American people

11

with the efforts which

are being made by the people of Central America to regene
rate that portion of the continent which covers the passage
across the Interoceanic Isthmus."

This resolution was
21
drafted by Soul1, and passea 221 to 38.
The success of Walker's enterprises in Nicaragua
drew the attention of the Cuban patriot, Don Domingo de
Goicouria.

rle knew that Nicaragua would be a better spot

from which to invade Cuba than the United States.

According

I y , by '.Jecember, 1 3 5 5, Goi co u ria sent an agent to Wa I ker in
the person of Captain Francisco Alejandre Laini.

The fili

buster listened to Lain'e and entered into a written a9reement
on January 11, 1856, by which Goicouria and Walker werir .. to
pool their interests.

The Cuban revolutionists were to

amalgamate their resources with Walker and aid in "consoli
dating the peace and government of the Republic of Nicaragua.
Walker pledged to "assist and cooperate' with his person and
1

his resources, such as men, In tne cause of Cuba and in favor
20

Nicaragua, 11 a letter dated October 30, 1856,
De Bow's Review, XXII (January, 1857), 105.
21
Moore, JSH, XXI, 13.
11

11

,·, a I k e r w as e v en to as t e o
23
oy t:ie revolutionaries.

of ner ! i oerty.
S:.u:ia 1 '
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22

11

a s t h e Ho p e o f

Unknown to Goicouria, Walker had no intention of

Cuba being a free country.

His plans were centered around

the idea of creating out of the five Central American repub1 i cs a strong, federated state

11

organi zed and governed on

military principles; and after achieving this he aimed to
24
effect the conquest of Cuba. 11
Goicouria began to suspect his plans were not going
wel I in the fal I of 1856,

Walker, because of a quarrel over

the way Walker should run the government, dropped him from
the rol I of the N!caraguan army.

The general public in the

United States did not know of this quarrel unti I the I atter
half of November,

1856,

The Cuban withheld the most damaging

evidence against Walker until the last.

He then published a

letter giving instruction as to how Goicouria as Minister
to England should pursue Walker's policy.

"Youu;oicourii}can

make them(§:nglang}see that the only way to cut the expanding
and expansive democracy of the North is by a powerful and
compact Southern federation, based on military principles."
This shocked the devotees of "Manifest Destiny" who had
counted on Walker.

The letter further stated rrTel I

him he must send me the news and let me know whether Cuba

22
23
24

Scroggs, Filibusters and Financiers, p. 218.
Scroggs, fv'.VH:i,
I ::i i o. ,

I 99.

I, 204.

�ust and shall be free, but not for the Yankees.

Oh, no!
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that fine country is not fit for those barbarous Yankees.
What would such a psalm-singing set do in the island?

25

One can well imagine the shock these instructions
gave to Goicouria.

He had been working for the last six

months with all human energy trying to get Cuba into the
American Union, then to be informed

by

Walker that the

island was not fit for "psalm-singing Yankees."
guage did not argue well for Cuba's freedom.

Such lan

In his final

communication on the subject, Goicouria rapudietsd �elker
with bitter words.

"I therefore denounce

mr. �alker as a

�an wanting in the first element of avery kind of ability,
na11ely, good faith.

I denounce him as wanting in ordinary

sagacity and discretion.

I denounce him as false to the in
terests as well of Cuba as of the United States .w26
One might say that Walker had a "Napoleonic Com

plex."

His plans to establish a military despotism

alienated his Northern supporters.

To build up a great state

with aims and institutions that ware diaNetrically opposed
to the North gave his Northern supporters pause and lost
him their sympathies.
The �alker government had much vocal support from
the United States, but it needed more than that, and it
25scroogs, filibusters and Financiers, p. 224.
26Ibid.

✓

C6
never ca�e.

WalK2r had made enemies with other countries

o f Ce r, t r a l Amer i c a wh i ch fo rm e d an a I I i an c e
from Nicaragua.

t. o

d r i v e h i rn

Not only were the Central American coun

tries a;ainst Wal�er, but the British government gave aid
in the form of guns and other war materials to Costa Rica,
-..ne leader of the Central American alliance.

however, the

biggest oostacle to Walker's ambitions was Corne! ius Vander
bi It.

Walker joined the entrepreneur's enemies (Charles

Morgan and

c. K. Garrison) in taking Vanaerbilt's Nicaraguan

Transit Company away from him.

This was a very serious mis-

take since Vanderbi It was a man of terrible vindictiveness
and �ad mil I ions to spend on revenge.

Knowing that Walker's

strength depe�deC on an open transit route, Vanderbi It aided
Costa Rica in closing the Atlantic ports; and switched his
ships to the Pana�a route and so cut off Walker's flow of
supplies and recruits from the United States.
"The Gray-Eyed Man of Destiny" was forced to leave
Nicaragua.

He surrendered to Commodore Charles H. Davis

of the United States Nav y on May I, 1857, and returned to
New Orleans as a hero.
come.

The South gave him a colossal wel-

Wherever he traveled in the region he found a lively

interest in his Nicaraguan fortunes.
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The Last Attempts of Walker to Establish
Himself in Nicaragua
mobile, Alabama, became the site for Walker's
next expedition to Nicaragua.

A company of Savannah men

placed themselves as fighters in his service.
that many Georgians and Texans were

He found

ready to join him.

Walker had no trouble securing a number of men to sail
for Nicaragua in November, 1857.

But Lewis Cass, who

before becoming Secretary of State had given vocal support
to Walker, now issued instructions to every redaral officer
in Southern ports to be sure that no vessel connected with
�alker was allowed to sail; in addition, the Navy was instructed to prevent filibusters
Caribbean region.27

from landing in the

On November tenth, a United States Marshall presanted Walker with an affidavid charging him with violations of
the Neutrality Laws.

The General was questioned and re-

leased on bond to appear leter in the week for a hearing.
Ha never aooeared for the hearing� far Walker sailed for
the Central American coast as soon as he was released.
Nearly three hundred men were with WalKer when he
sailed.

The filibusters were able to slip by the United

States sloop Saratoga and land in the Nicaraguan coastal
town of Graytown.

The commander of the Saratoga did not

know what to do because the invading force was out of his
jurisdiction.

He sent a message to the commander of the

27r....reene, The Filibuster, p. 305.

Cariboean Squadron, Commodore Hiram Paulding, asking for
instructions.
Wabash.
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Paulding arrived on �ecember sixth, aboard the

On the following day, the

u.s.s.

fulton, and shortly

afterward two British ships, the Brunswick and the Leopard,
appeared.

The Walker army turned over its arms, and on

December twenty-fourth, Walker returned to the United States

aboard the Wabash.
The press in the United States was divided. on the
actions of Commodore Paulding,

The abolitionists hailed

him as the agent of the higher law; the South cursed him.
Mass meetings �ere held in the defense of Walker.

One in

New Orleans demanded that Walker be returned to Nicaragua
with his follcwers.28 The Buchanan Administration did not
give its full support to Paulding,

Buchanan, who denounced

Walker's activities in a message to Congress on Dece�bar

sixth, 1857, made Paulding the scapegoat and relieved him
from duty while the Nicaraguan government presented
9
him with a jeweled sword for his actions.2
In may, 1858, General Walker was brought to trial
in New Orleans, with Pierre Soule in his defense.

The

majority of the jury voted for acquittal, end the district
30
"The Gray-Eyed Man"
attorney entered a nolle prosegui.
pp

28Ibid., Po 309; franklin,
122-23. --

It!!

Militant South,

29Greene, The filibusters, p. 310.
30franklin, The Militant South, p. 123.

was free once more to pursue his lust �or power.
'Nhiie 1\'ai«er was awaiting tria! in \ew Orleo.r.s he

-- --

wrote his book, The War in Nicaraaua.
is bui It around tne chapter on s I avery.

The whole book
It is quite ob-

vious �hat by this time Walker was seeKing Southern support
oy ma�ing definite promises.
Durin; the summers of 1858 and 1859, Walker made
tours in the Sout� trying to gather support.

Finally, in

December of 1859, an advanced group of Walker's left to
secure a base on an island off the coast of Honduras.

This

endeavor ended in comp I ete fai I ure when the ship was wrecked
on a reef during a storm.

The men were back in Mobile on
31
New Years Day, having been rescued by the British Navy.
";"he "Gray-Eyed Man 11 fulfilled his destiny on his

last endeavor in Nicaragua.

In 1859, Great Britain ar

ranged treaties with Honduras and Nicaragua by which England
32
withdrew their protection from the Mosquito Coast.
With
this news, Walker planned to invade Honduras, then move
into Nicaragua.

Walker used the discontent raised by the

transfer of Ruatan Island to Honduras as a means to get
his men on the Island.

As his men increased in num�er, the

natives became suspicious.

When the British authorities

received word of the impending invasion, they agreed to
31

32

Greene, The Fi Ii busters, p. 316.

I2id., 3emis, Diplomatic Historv of the United
3 � a t e s , p • ) jO •

7Q
to DOSL'one trH.' transfer of the Isl and ur.t.i I aftt:r tne
invasion.
Some of Nalker's supplies we:e seized

by

British

officials at the port town of Belize, in 8ritish Honduras.
The men however, were able to charter another ship and
�oined haiker off the Island of Ruatan.

The whole group was

put aboard Walker's ship and sailed to the small Island of
Cozumel.

There they waited for supplies from New Orleans

which never came.

Adding to their discomfort was the fact

that the British did not strike their colors at Ruatan.
Walker did not know that the transfer of the Island had
not taken place.
After waiting three weeks, Nalker made a desperate
attack on the fortress at Truxi I lo on the mainland of Hon
duras.

He concluded that since Honduras had made war on

him while h e was President of Nicaragua, therefore, he had
a right to attack Truxi I lo and captured the city.

In the

latter part of August, the British warship Icarus came into
the harbor.

The commander, Norvel I Salmon, ordered the

fi I ibusters to surrender, promising that they would have the
protection of the British against the Hondurans.

Walker

asked the messenger to return the next day for an answer.
That night Walker and the men who could leave with him started
ciown the coast toward Cape Gracias.

Native troops started in

pursuit and fought a running battle with Walker.

Walker

reached the Rio Negro River (now cal lea 1.he 1·ruji I lo) and

oroceeceo towaro �.ne coast.

On Septer.ioer tni re,

tne

::ri:ist- came upo:1 t:ie filibusters camp ano again oraerec.:
them to surrender.

Tnis Walker consented to ao,

but he asked

twice to whom he would surrender, "anc was assured that it
35
was to a British officer."
The entire group was taken back
to Truxi I lo,

where Walker and· anothe r man named Rudi er were

given u';) unconditionally to the Honduran officials.

After

six days the order was received from the Honduran officials
to execute him.

On the morning of September twelfth,

1860,

Walker was led before a firing squad at Truxi I lo and shot to
death.

The ended the I ife of Wi 11 iam Walker, fi I ibuster

deluxe, and the man who became a living legend.
�he reaction to his death must h ave been smal I

be

cause the sources consulted gave no hint of public feeling.

But

the country was engaged in a heated and momentous presi

dential election and had little time and interest for a dead
man who failed.

33

Scro g g s , F i I i bu ster s and r i n an c i er s ,

p•
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C---lAPTCi IV
TH� KNIGnTS OF THE GOLDEN Cl�CLE
?urpose and Ideals
��e most fantastic and grandiose of the fi libus
tering scnemes were those of the Knights of the Golden.
Circle.

This organization, no doubt, grew out of some

desire by Southerners for some sort of groµp for the pro
tection of Southern rights.

According to R. H. Williams,

who was a member of the Knights, the group was formed
obstensibly to protect Southern rights,

11

but its real object

was to bring about secession and it did all in its power to
further that movement.
support this premise.
11

What evidence there is does not

1r

Anna Irene Sandbo, in her article

:::- irst Session of the Secession Convention fn Texas,

11

feels that the primary purpose was filibustering to perpetuate the institutions of slavery.

2

A

Federal grand jury

for the District of Indiana returned almost two hundred
indictments against persons of the Knights of the Golden
C i r C I e in ,\,:a y '

I 8 6 2.

At i ts

CO n C I

usi On th e f O I I Ow i n g was

part of the presentation.
Anna Irene Sandbo, nFirst Session of the Secession
Convention in Texas, 11 Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
XVIII (October, 1914), 175.
2

Ibid., 173,
72

Its primary object, when it originated, was to:

73

organize the friends of the institution of African
slavery in the United States for purpose of acquiring
mare territory in mexico and the Central American
States; also the acquisition or Cuba, th�reby to ex
tend and foster a great slave empire ••••
It is very hard to form an accur8te opinion about the
Knights because of the lack of evidence.
The Knights were formed

by

George Washington

Lafayette Bickley at Lexington, Kentucky, on Independence
Day, 1854.

The idea for the name came from a proposal

that, using a radius of sixteen degrees with Havana es
the center, a gigantic circle would be drawn which would
include the Southern portion of the United States, the
Caribbean area, Mexico, Central America, and the upper por
tion of South America.

The Knights had a dream of uniting

all this territory into one great "slaveocracy," which
would produce most of the world's supply of tobacco, sugar,
cotton and most of its best rice and coffee.

With this

much power, this area, so they thought, would rival the
ancient Roman Empire.4
George Bickley was the guiding spirit of the Knights.
Little is known of him until 1850, whan he appeared in Vir
ginia as a physician.

There he founded a historical

3
o1Lver T. Morton, The Southern Empire with Other
Papers (Boston: Houghton, Mffilin and Company, Rlvirslde
Prass, 1892), p. 3.
4
rranklin, The militant South, pp 124-25; Rollin
G. Osterweis, RomentTcism and Nationalism in the 9J..E! South
(New Haven: Vale University Press, 1949), p. 179.

society and published a HManifest De�tiny tt
1853.
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naval Adalaska, in

Cne writer called him "a hot-headed Southerner with a

flair for adventure.11

5

Bickley always signed his letters

"President General of the American Legion, K.G.C." 6 By 1858,
the organization had gro�n to have an elaborate structure.
The local units were called castles.
into an outer and inner temple.

Eech castle was divided

The candidate was ad�ittad

to the outer temple for a period of probation and after
proving himself sound on the essential questions (slavery and
the expansion of the institution) he was allowed to enter the
inner temple.

7

There •ere three degrees within the Knights.

The first degree •as tha military which was celled tha knights
of the Iron Hand.

This group was the army

or the organiza

tion that would be tha spearhead of invasion into new

Not all members of this degree were pledged to
become soldiers.8 It has been claimed that upon entering the

territories.

Knights of the Iron Hand, they were addressed in the
following manner by one or the officials:
Gentlemen, we must now tall you that the rirst fiald of
our operation is 2 {!exic,t): but wa hold it to be our
duty to offer our services to any Southern State to
repel a Northern army. We hope such a contingency may not
5osterweis, Romanticism and Nationalism, p. 180.

6

Ibid., franklin, The militant South, P• 125.

7 c 0 A. Bridges, "The Knights of the Golden Circle:
A filibustering fentasy," Southwestern Historicel Querterlx,
XLIV (January, 1941), 289.
8

Ibid.

I ')

occur. Su: ��ether the Union Is reconstructed or no1,
t�e bouthern s:ates must foster any scheme havin� for
i�s object t�e Americanization and Southernization of
2

\3'1exi c�

9

The second degree was the financial one cal led the Knights
of the True Faith.

The fee for joining was larger than

the first degree and was probably the chief source of in10
:-he third was the governmenta I or po Iiti ca I degree
come.
cal led the Knights of the Columbian Star.

Only a few were

al lowed into this group.
Sy 1858, the increasing membership started cal I ing

for a specific program in which the wonderful dream of its
inventor would be completed.

Bickley initiated his plan

in 1359 which called for the acquisition of Mexico.

This

would bring into the Union at least twenty-five Southern
states, with fifty Southern Senators and minimum of sixty
Southern Representatives. If these states were refused
admission to the Union on the grounds of being an extension
of slavery, the next step would cal I for Mexico to be
added to the Southern Confederacy.
I I
circle would become a reality.

Then the large golden

No doubt, Bickley formulated this plan because of
the civi I war raging in �exico, which had reduced that

country to anarchy and provided new opportunities for
9

IJ

289.

J l

Franklin, The Militant South, p. 127.

Bridges, Southwestern Historical Quarterly, XLIV,

Os1.erweis, Romanticism and t\ationalism, p. 180.

7o
:crri:or"ial exoa:--,sion by "t.ne United Sta"t.es. In his message
to -=:ongress in !009, 3uchanan recommended :he creation of

,

a force to s�ppor: :he Juarez regime in a Joint united
States-Wexican operation in �exico.

The �clane-Ocampo

treaty (in the treaty, Mexico gave the United States the
rignt o� way across the Isthmus of Tehantepec, the right
to �ove :roops across the same area, a trade treaty and the
Uni:ed States lent �exico �4,000,000) between the united
States and Mexico in late 1859, was the culmination of
Buchanan's �exican policy.

;

Juarez wanted the backing of

the United States because his grip on the power was dim
inishing rapidly.

This treaty was so generous that it

gave the United States a practical protectorate over
Northern Mexico.

This treaty was defeated in the Senate

by the slavery question and by the presidential politics
12
of the Republicans.
The Republicans could not let the
South gain territory in any manner and expect to win the
election in 1860.

It would lose the votes of the Free

Soilers and the abolitionists.
At th� Southern Commerctaf Conventfon held at
Vicksburg, Mississippi, in 1859, a resolution was passed
which stated that the interest and necessities of the
South, as wel I as the rest of the United States, would be
better if the country had complete ascendency in the Gulf
13
of Mexico.
12

Circle,

11

11

Ollinger Crenshaw, The Kniohts of the Golden
AHR, XLVII (October, 1941), 27.
I_:;

n:he Late Southern Convention,' 1 De c3ow's Review,
XXVII (July, ic359), 95.
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De Saw's Review, in February, 1859, carried an
article that was an answer to en earlier speech by Senator
James H. Hammond, of South Carolina, a conservative.
Hammond said that there was no more slave territory.

The

answer was from a Texan:
We believe there is more slave territory to be acquired
-there are countries we may obtain legitimately, where
Southern men may go with their oroperty and continue
their domestic instituti�n•••• Thousands of rifles are
sleeping in Texas, and the Southern States, are ready
to awake at the cell of a leader, and become an 'Army
or Occupation• in that broad territory between Mon•
terey and the Rio Granda. 14
The territorial expansion spoken by the Knights can be seen
in the following selections taken from newspapers from

1 860.

The memphis Daily Avalanche stated that "'the true genius•
of American policy consisted of 'occupation and annexation,•
and, peering into the future, saw not only Mexico but Cuba
and all Central Amaica as possessions of the United States
within fifty years.• 15 The Little Rock Arkansas True�
� said "the crookedest of all boundary lines 11 was the
Rio Grande which was offensive to an Arkansas observer who
"insisted that the Sierre ffladre range must become the boun
dary; otherwise the peopla of the United States would take
all of mexico o 11 16 "Territorial expansion is the prevailing
idea of the present age," so stated the Naw Orleans Daily
1411The South and Progress," De aow•s Review, XXVI
(February, 1859), pp 214-15.
15cranshaw, AHR, XIVII, 280
16Ibid.

Picayune. 17 De Baw•s Review featured an article thBt called
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for the Southern states to save Texas from subversion by
using Texas as a center where a mighty confederation would
build up "similar patriarchal and conservative institutions
t�roughout the whole of Mexico, Central America, and the
18
The New Orleans Courier of march sixth,
West Indies•••• "
1860, said that Bickley•s men were prepared to fight in the
"broad field of Civil �ar in Mexico," with the aim or putting
19
the Juarez government in power in Mexico City.
The Knight's Expeditions to Mexico
There were two filibustering endeavors by the
Knights to use Texas as a base for an invasion of Mexico;
the first was in the spring of 1860.

It failed when re

enforcements failed to join the men at Brownsville, Texas,
and Sam Houston, Governor of Texas, issued a proclamation
calling for the army to disband.

Later, in an obvious

attempt to explain away the failure, the Columbus Georgia
Weekly carried an explanation.

It said the knights feared

that annexation would result in the "Kansasizing" of Mexico;
therefore, they preferred to wait until the Mexican civil
war had anded.
17Ibid.

It further s.tatad that Mexico would open

18
"Python," "The Secession of the South," De Bow•s
Review, XXVIII (April, 1860), 391.
19 Crenshaw, AHR, XIVII, pp 30-33.
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a "wide field for slavery," and all this would be achleved
by the "superior'' races which maxico needed so badly.20
The second attempt was also a complete railure.
Newspaper reports covering the movement of the knights
said that the leaders who were to lead the group to
victory did not show up. 21 Bickley was pressured into giving
some reason why the second attempt was unsuccessful.

In

a letter to the Galveston News, reprinted in the New
Orleans Picayune and dated October 26, 1860, Bickley gave
these reasons:

the fate of William Walker in Honduras;

the silence of the American government on British inter
vention in Mexico and Central America; the difficulty of
transportation for a large number of arms and men across
the country; failure of ammunition to arrive on time;
and the coming presidenti8l election.

If there was

no civil war, then the Knights would be given notice
for the time and place to advance on mexico.

MMembers

were urged to be prepared for either emergency, service
22
.
et home or in Mexico."
Thus ended the dream of the
Knights, but these men would soon be used in the
coming struggleo
20Ibid., pp 33-34.
21sridgas, South•estern Historical Quarterly,
XLIV, pp 298-99.
22
Crenshaw, AHR, XIVII, 3010
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7he clans of the Knights interfered wi:n the dreams
o -=- anot --,er Americar. who was smit:en oy "!v:anifest Jestiny,''
Sam Hous:on, Governor of Texas.

In Houston 1 s dreams, he

wanted to expand into Mexico for the saKe of the Union, not
for some romantic concept of a new and stronger Southern
confederacy.

In the spring of 1860, according to Walter

Presco:� Webb, Houston conceived a daring and bold plan.
Houston would lead a band of ten thousand Texas Rangers,
supported by Indiana and Mexicans, into Mexico.

He

would

then establish a protectorate over the country with himself
at its head.

This would so dazzle the American public that

they would forget their sectional fight over slavery and
flock to his support.

11

At one stroke he would save the Union,

e x pan d the n ation a I do main , and perhaps receive his just
23
reward, the Presidency of the United States."
Houston
tried to enlist the aid of the commander of the Eight United
States Military District at San Antonio, Lt. Col. Robert E.
Lee, but without success.

24

Houston made overtures to London

bankers who held depreciated Mexican bonds, but they would
25
not help.
Even after the war started, Houston talked of

23

Walter Prescott Webb, The Texas Rancers: 8_ Century
of Frontier Defense (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
1935)' pp. 197-202.
24

I bi d. , pp. 206- I 2.
25lbid., pp. 213-15.
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restoring tr.e

11

010 :�epuolic Texas.

11

:-1ouston would recall

t�e Texans troops from the Southern army, bring out the
banner of the Lone Star Aepubl ic and declare himself
tne magistrate of the independent state.
�

This was never

to be; his dream I ike those of Lopez and Walker died with
26
him on Juiy 25, IS63.

2b

Osterweis, Romanticism and Nationalism, p. 184.

ChAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
�o matter how much propaganda the Southern nation
alists circulated in the South on the subject of expansion.

1sm,

'c.. r
..

e Soutn as a section never gave them ful I or active

suoport.

The lower South was the real heart and center of

the expansionists; the rest of the South merely gave vocal
s up port .

I f th e So u th h a d g i v en i t s u n q u a I i f i e d a i d , it

is quite possible that Cuba and Mexico would have become a
part of the United States.
One reason why the upper South did not ally with
the lower South in the quest of foreign lands was that
the border states did not have any practical interest or
need for "new I ands."

Their power in the South was a I ready

reduced to a low point.

The border states were Southern

in many of their attitudes and were proud of being Southern.
If new territory came under the influence of the lower South,
this would have pushed the border states into the Northern
sphere of influence, which was not what the border states
wanted.

Also, if new foreign territory was added, the

slave trade might have to be re-opened to supply labor for
the new plantations.

In the late 1850 1 s there was a strong

movement in that direction.

The oorder states were engaged

in a profitable enterprise of selling their excess slaves to
0,1
l..)C:

::.i:e lo1•.2r Sou"...r.

;�js □usiness would

JC

s:oppea or Jecome

less pro-:'"\tuble :-:'" :he re-openir.g of :he African slave trade
snould be accomplished; therefore, the border states were
not in favor of expansionism.
Another reason why the upper South did not join the
lower South was that their attention was centered on the
right to �a�e slaves into the western territories, not
acquisi�ions of foreign territories.

The Compromise of

1850 gave the South !ands in the West, but they were not
suited for slavery.

Some Southerners realized that the

natural limits of slavery were set by nature, and nothing
much could be done about it.

The Kansas-Nebraska Act declared

the Missouri Compromise void, which opened up whole new areas
in the northern part of the United States.

The Southerner

with his human chattel could go North--or so he thou;iht.
Along with the feeling that no real need existed for
overseas I and, the Southerner knew that it was impractical to
govern such areas.

This would be the first time the United

States would take over lands that were heavily populated by
a foreign people who had no idea about the American way of
life.

Regions such as Cuba and Mexico were politically un

stable and it would cost much money and men to uAmericanize"
the natives.
The filibustering attempts were very impractical,
especially the schemes of the Knights of the Golden Circle.
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The leaders of these attemp ts were not cf the highest caliber.
Lopez went against the advice of the Cuban Council and other.
Cuben revolutionaries and died needlessly because of his
blindness.

Walker, as stated before, had a "Napoleonic Com-

plex," and wuld not follow advice given by Goicouria.

Welker wanted a military dapostis�, thus alienating most or

his ..SW..thern supporters.
shear incompetence.

George Bickley was a picture of

After reading the bizarre accounts

or

this man, one can understand why his support for an actual
filibustering endeavor on mexico failed.
filibustering was a manifestation of both Southern
ro.anticism and growing nationalism.

As to the first, the

South at this time was still in many ways, intellectually and
emotionally, in the romantic world of Sir Walter Scott.

The

man still used the code duello in defense of t heir honor and
women.

The young Southerner thought of himself as a cavalier,

and the ideals of chivalry were accepted in all sincerity.
As to the second, nationalism, the extremists in the South
regarded foreign expansionism as a way to bolster the power
of the South in the Union--or, eventually, outside the
Union.

One must always remember that the Southerner wanted

to protect slavery above all else in order to keep the country
a "white man's country." 1 After California came into the
1ulrich Bonnell Phillips The Course of the South
,
to Secession: An Interpretation �Ulrich BonnallPhillips
"{New York: D. Appleton-Cantury Co., 19391, p. 165.

union as a free s:ate, thus upsetting the balance tha: had
::ieen :.-:ai:1tained for so long in the Senate, the South could
see the

11

handwr it ins on 1.he wa 11.

11

It knew that in ti me tr1e

free states woula far outnumber the slave states, and tnis
led to the fear that the North would in some way do away
·;,ii:. ,

slavery.

This in turn would upset the race relations

that hac been so carefully cultivated in the South.

The

orogram of the abolitionists did nothing to reduce the friction
between the two section.

The South had to get new territory

in order to extend its institution and at the same time in
crease its power by aading new slave states.

Then, and only

then, could the South feel safe again.
While on the subject of motives, Frederick Law Olm
stead (a Northern man who traveled extensively in the South
before the Civi I War) made some observations on why the
Southerners wanted Cuba.

He felt that the planter did not

think of the economic effects that annexation would have.
These men did not realize that the duty on sugar would be
dropped, putting Louisiana farmers in direct competition with
the Cubans.

Olmstead found that the wealthy planters who had

purchased Cuban revolutionary bonds to aid in the fi.libus
tering enterprises had but one motive: to get possession of
the large estates on the Island.

Under their control, the

planters would be able to increase their profits because of
greater ski 11 in sugar making, cheaper land, and slave labor

5 L: �) :)

I

y ; , he s e , co 'J p i e d w i th a I on \J e r qr ow i n 'J s e a� on , w o u l d

make them wealthy men in

3

few years.

7he principle subscribers of �he Junta stock (Cuban
revolutionary bonds) i n the South, according to Olmstead,
were the land speculators.

These persons expected that by

favoring the movement they would oe ab·te to obtain from the
revolu�ionary government large I and grants at very low prices.
These speculators hoped that the land prices would rise in
value after annexation.
Olmstead also found that there was a romantic appeal
in the call to arms.

11

They had got the idea that patriotism

was necessarily assoc iated with hate and contempt of any
o ther country but their own, and the only foreigners to be
regarded with favour were those who desired to surrender
themselves to us.

11

2

As a secondary reason, Olmstead surmised that some
who wanted land in Cuba

11

thought if Cuba were annexed the

African slave trade would be re-established, either openly

or clandestinely with the states,

11

and the lands would in-

crease in prices, due to cheap labor.

3

Whether these were

the real reasons for the Southern desire for the Island or
2

Frederick Law Olmstead, A Traveller 1 s Observations
.£!l Cotton and Slavery in the American Slave States (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1953;, p. 331.
3
Ibid., p. 332.

-- -,

1..., I

not, they lead to interesting reflectiJns.
:-he fi I ibustering schemes were doomec to failure
from the start; only William Walker came within a
of being successful.
from the North.
sanction

1.0

11

whisker"

There was opposition to these attempts

J

The Federal government did not give its

the filibustering attempts�

A� times it did

very little to stop them, but by not giving support, success was almost impossible.

One must not overlook the at

tituaes of the foreign governments, especially Great Britain.
England did not want to see her trade disrupted in the
Caribbean.

Great Britain was particulary sensitive to

Walker's activities in Nicaragua, because of the closeness
of British Honduras.
The South's struggle for survival could be likened
to the person who has advanced into water over its head
and grabs, for the first thing within reach.

For the

Southern nationalist, this happened to be the concept of
more territory for its peculiar institution.
tion needed to be protected above all else.

The institu
The passions

and angers that were aroused in the North against slavery
made some Southerners look, not westward, because the
Compromise of 1850 had not given the South that much,
but southward, toward Cuba, Mexico and Central America.
If this area could come under the control of the South, then
numerical strength would be returned to the section.

Then

the South could be sure that Congress would protect the

88

Southern institution of slavery.
However, in spite of ell the agitation from 1850
to 1860 to acquire territory in the Caribbean region, the
inaugural address or Jefferson Davis, in Februery, 1861,
contained no glowing expression favoring a policy

or ex

pansionism,4 because he knew that the time was not favorabla
for expansion.

Southerners did not foresee that the up

coming Civil War would destroy their fields, cities, men,
and most important of all, their peculiar institution.

4
"Inaugural Address of President Jefferson Davis
at montgomery, Alabama, February, 1861," Southern Histori
cal Society Papers, I-II (Januery, 1876), PP 5-6.
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